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Znsammenfassung 

Unser Studium, das sieh auf die Region zwischen Kenya und der Levante 
beschr~inkte, ergab eine Entwicklung der afro-arabischen Gr~iben, welche nicht vor 
dem ausgehenden Oligoz~in oder untersten Mioz~in begann. In mehreren taphro- 
genen Phasen, besonders in den ~3bergangszeiten yon Mioz/in zu Plioz~in, Plioz~in 
zu Pleistoz~in und im mittleren Pleistoz/in sinken die Gr~iben welter ein. Wir 
haben keinerlei Beweise ehemaliger, grol3angelegter Grabenstrukturen im kristal- 
linen Grundgebirge oder in den pr/ioligoziinen Decksdfichten, die wShrend des 
jfingeren K~inozoikums wiederbelebt wurden und die Bildung der afro-arabi- 
schen Gdiben ausgel6st h~itten. Bedeutende Verwerfungen in den voroligozSnen 
Deckschichten sind recht selten beobachtet worden. Wo sic auftreten, stimmt ihre 
tektonische Richtung kaum mit dem Hauptstreichen der k~inozoischen Gr~iben 
fiberein. Im besten Falle fibten diese alten Verwerfungen einen EinfluB auf 
die Entwicldung von Kreuz- und Diagonalverwerfungen aus, die auda eine 
Rolle bei der Anlage der Subgr/iben, Grabensplays und sonstigen Abzweigungen 
der Hauptgr~iben spielen. Ebenso selten ist Parallelit~it des Streichens der meta- 
morphen Forrnationen des Grundgebirges und seiner intrusiven Dykes mit den 
Hauptgrabenlinien festzustellen. 

Die a:fro-arabischen GrSben entstanden auf einer unterterti~iren Peneplain yon 
regionaler Ausdehnung, die sich welt fiber Gondwana erstreckte. Die Gr~iben 
zerschneiden unbekfimmert tektonische Highs and Lows, wie etwa Sdawellen 
und Becken - -  eine Erscheinung, die nicht mit der Theorie eines ,,nieder- 
gebrochenen Gew61besteins als Folge vorhergegangener Aufbiegung" zu ver- 
einbaren ist. Der gelegentliche Eindruck eines Gewtilbes mit axialem Graben 
ist rein morphologisch zu werten und ist das Ergebnis ,,isostatisda" hoch- 
gehobener und gekippter Grol3horste, die an die Hauptgr~iben geknfipft sind. 
Im fibrigen sind die meisten Megahorste keine ,,Halbhorste", sondern riesige 
Blockgebirge (Levant, Etbai, Ethiopia, Danakil, Yemen), deren beiderseitige 
Hauptflanken durch groBe Zerrverwerfungen von Tausenden von Metern 
Sprungh6he begrenzt sind. Diese Haupthebungen verursachten besonders w~ih- 
rend des Plio-Pleistoziins eine starke Abtragung der Deckschichten yon den 
h6chstgehobenen Teilen der Grabensdanltern und seines Hinterlandes. Die weni- 
gen bekannten Aufschlfisse yon Kreide und Eoz/in in der Kiistengegend des 
Roten Meeres, die als Anzeichen eines frfiheren marinen Golfes und Vorl~iufer 
des Rift valleys gedeutet wurden, sind allem Anschein nada Reste solcher Deck- 
schichten, die in den abgesunkenen Grabenschollen yon der Erosion verschont 
blieben. 

Die kartierten Randverwerfungen sind normale Abschiebungen yon durch- 
schnittlich 70 ~ Neigung, die auch in den nachfolgenden taphrogenen Phasen 
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fixierte ,,ortsgebundene" Grabenrahmen blieben. Im Grabeninnern folgt ihnen 
eine Vorbergezone von gekippten Sehollen, die aueh zweitrangige Horste und 
Gr~iben in sieh bergen. In den iiberdimensionalen Graben von Afar und Rotem 
Meer m6gen diese sekundiiren Gr~iben und Horste sogar AusmaBe annehmen, 
die in Breite den ostlevantinischen Gr~iben gleiehkommen k6nnen. Im axialen 
Tell yon Afar, des Roten Meeres und des Gregory Rift Valley tritt als jiingstes, 
d.h. pleistoz~ines Strukturelement ein ausgesprochener Craben-im-Graben (rift- 
in-rift) auf. Weniger deutlieh ist diese junge Struktur im Graben des Golfes 
yon Aden entwiekelt. Der Adengraben weieht aueh in anderer Hinsieht vom 
Pattern des Roten Meeres ab, vor allem in seiner unterraeerisehen Topographie 
und den eigenartigen transversalen off-set-Verwerfungen - -  beides morpho- 
tektonisehe Ziige, die an den mittelozeanisehen Riicken des Indischen Ozeans 
erinnern. 

Ein Vergleich der geophysikalischen, besonders der Sehweremessungen, die 
in den einzelnen Grol3griiben ausgefiihrt wurden, zeigt sehr widerspreehende 
Ergebnisse. W~ihrend die h6heren positiven Bouguerwerte magmatisehes sehwe- 
res Material im Boden des zentralen Graben-im-Graben-Absehnittes vermuten 
lassen, herrseht im gr613eren Tell des Afar-Verwerfungstriehters und im gesamten 
Gregory" rift valley ein ungew6hnlieh groges Schweredefizit, das auf eine ~iu6erst 
dicke Kruste hinweisen wiirde. Dies ist um so merkwiirdiger, da sowohl die 
Gfiiben wie die Horste Nthiopiens und Kenyas von gewahigen basaltischen 
Trap-Laven und sonstigem basisehem vulkanischem Material iiberdeekt sin& 

Die Hypothese einer - -  im entgegengesetzten Sinne des Uhrzeigers - -  statt- 
gefundenen Drehung und Drift der arabisehen Halbinsel (einsehlieBlieh ihres 
vennuteten Einflusses auf die orogene Entstehung des Zagros-Fahengiirtels) 
st613t auf maneherlei Sehwierigkeiten: 

1. Da die taphrogene Zerstiiekelung nicht nur die interkontinentalen afro- 
arabischen Gfiiben, sondern aueh groBe Teile des Mittelmeeres und Indi- 
sehen Ozeans betrifft, mii/3te die angenommene Drehbewegung von 7 ~  
ein Vielfaches gr613er sein. 

2. Yemen und Athiopien, d.h. Arabien und Afrika, waren im Mioziin noch 
ein zusammenh~ingender Kontinent. Als im Plioz~in Yemen und Nthiopien 
(Danakil) dutch den neu entstandenen Grabensplay von Bab-el-Mandeb 
abgetrennt wurde, war der n6rdliche Sinai und das n6rdlichste Ngypten 
ein Landisthmus geworden, wie er heute noeh besteht. In der Tat war der 
Rote-Meer-Graben schon am Ende des Mioz~ins, obgleieh fiir eine kurze 
Zeit, in ein eingesehlossenes evaporitisches Inlandbeeken umgewandeh wor- 
den. 

8. Was den axialen Graben-im-Graben des Roten Meeres anbelangt, der 
besonders Anla/3 zur Drifthypothese gab, wiirde sein pleistoz~ines Alter 
eine Abdriftbewegung von ungef~ihr einem halben Meter pro Jahr ver- 
langen. Es gibt indessen im Kiistengebiet des Roten Meeres keinerlei 
priihistorische, historisehe oder gegenw~irtige Zeugen, die auf ein seitliehes 
Auseinanderweiehen, und sehon gar nieht von so groBem Ausmal3e, hin- 
weisen. Eine j~hrliche Abdrift von einem halbert Meter iibertrifft iiberdies 
die optimistischen Berechnungen und Vorstellungen der Anh~inger von so 
grol3en Driftbewegungen, wie sie etwa zwischen Afrika und Siidamerika 
postuliert werden. Endlich vermiJ3t man bei der Behandlung von Drift- 
hypothesen - -  und das gilt ebenso fiir die Fragen horizontaler Verschie- 
bungen - -  ein n~iheres Eingehen auf die meehanisehe Beanspruchung, der 
die rigiden Krustenteile bei so intensivem Auseinandertreiben unterworfen 
sein mul3ten. 
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Abstract 

This study of the Afro-Arabian griiben, which concentrates on the region 
between Kenya and the Levant reviews their evolution that begun not earlier 
than in the latest Oligocene or in the lower Miocene. The griiben continue 
to sink in several major downfauhing phases, especially during the transitional 
times of Miocene to Pliocene, of Pliocene to Pleistocene and in the Mid-Pleisto- 
cene. We have no proof of erstwhile major graben structures in the crystalline 
Precambrian basement or in the pre-Oligoeene sedimentary cover revived during 
the young Cenozoics that could have redeemed the formation of the Afro- 
Arabian megagr~iben. Significant fauhs in the pre-O1igocene sedimentary cover 
are seldom observed. Where they occur, their tectonic direction scarcely runs 
parallel to the principal trend of the Cenozoic graben. At best these ancient 
faults may have had an impact on the development of cross - -  and diagonal 
faulting which played also a role in the disposition of the subgr/iben, graben- 
splays and other offshoots of the main gr~iben. Equally rarely has parallelism 
of trend between the basement metamorphics as well as their intrusive dykes 
and that of the main graben lineations been established. 

The Afro-Arabian gr[iben originated in a lower Tertiary peneplain of regional 
dimension which had expanded over large part of Gondwana. The graben 
dissection thus took place regardless of former tectonic highs and lows such 
as swells and basins - -  a phenomenon that negates the theory of key-stone 
dropping as a result of preceding upwarping. The occasional impression of 
vaulting with the graben as its axis is purely of morphological significance; 
it is due to "isostatic" uplifting and tilting of the main horsts attached to the 
main graben. Besides, most megahorsts are not "halfhorsts" but huge blo&s 
mountains (Levant, Etbai, Ethiopia, Danakil, Yemen) bordered on both flanks 
by major tensional faults with throws of thousands of meters. These major 
uplifts, which are especially noticed in the Plio-Pleistocene, caused, moreover, 
the removal of the sedimentary cover by erosion and denudation in the 
elevated parts of the graben shoulders and its hinterland. The few known out- 
crops of Cretaceous-Eocene in the coastal area of the Red Sea, believed to 
be indications of ancient marine gulfs and thus forerunners of the Rift valley 
are in all likelihood the relics of such coverbeds that were saved from erosion 
in the down dropped blocks of the graben. 

The surveyed marginal faults are normal dip-slips of average 70 ~ dip. 
These remained in the ensuing taphrogenic episodes the "localized" fixed 
graben frames. In the interior of the graben they are followed by a Vorberge 
zone consisting of tilted blocks that implicate also subsidiary horsts and gr~ben. 
In the superdimensional rifts of Afar and Red Sea, the subsidiary gr~iben and 
horsts of the Vorberge zone may approach a width comparable to that of the 
East Levant rift valleys. In the axial part of the Afar, Red Sea and Gregory 
Rift valley appears as youngest, that is, Pleistocene structural element a distinct 
graben-in-graben or rift-in-rift. This young structure is much less developed ir~ 
the graben of the Gulf of Aden. The Aden graben differs also in other aspects 
from the pattern of the Red Sea, particularly in its submarine axial topography 
and in the peculiar transversal fault offsets, both morphotectonic features 
reminiscent of the Indian mid-oceanic ridges. 

A comparison of geophysical, especially of gravity measurements, carried 
out in the various main gr~ben reveals very conflicting results. While higher 
positive Bouguer values led to the conjecture of heavy magmatic material in 
the bottom of the rift-in-rift of the Red Sea, in most of the Afar fault-funnel 
and in the entire Gregory Rift valley there prevails an unusual large gravity 
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deficiency that would point to an extremely thick crust. This is all the more 
remarkable as both rift valleys and horsts of Ethiopia and of Kenya are 
dominated by huge basaltic trap lavas and by other basic volcanic material. 

The hypothesis of antielockwise rotation and drifting of the Arabian peninsula 
(including its supposed impact on the orogenic origin of the Zagros fold belt) 
has many pitfalls. 

1. As the taphrogenic destruction is not restricted to the intercontinental 
Afro-Arabian gr/iben, but extended far into the Mediterranen and into 
the Indian Ocean, any anticloelcccise rotation of Arabia must exceed the 
7 ~ postulated movement. 

9,. Yemen and Ethiopia, that is Arabia and Africa, were in the Miocene still a 
continuous continent. When they became separated in the Plioeene by 
the Bah el Mandeb splay, northern Sinai and northernmost Egypt had been 
transformed into a landlocked isthmus that has remained a continental 
bridge to this day. In fact at the end of the Miocene the Red Sea graben 
had already been turned - -  though for a short period - -  into an enclosed 
evaporitic basin. 

8. As regards the axial graben-in-graben of the Red Sea that especially 
prompted the assumption of a drift between Africa and Arabia, its Pleisto- 
cene age would demand a drifting rate of half a meter per year. There are, 
however, at the coastal area of the Red Sea no prehistoric, historic or 
recent witnesses of lateral stretching at the Red Sea and certainly not of 
such excess. The deduced annual drift of half a meter there, exceed even 
the most optimistic ealculations and images hitherto made by the adherents 
of such large drifting as has been postulated to have taken place between 
Africa and South America. 

4. Finally, in the studies on drifts - -  and this also applies to the question of 
horizontal fault displacement - -  there is wanting a proper diseussion on 
the mechanical deformations to which the rigid crustal parts must have 
been subjected in the course of such intensive tearing apart motions. 

R6sum6 

Cette 6rude sur les fosses de l'Afro-Arabie, qui se coneentre sur la r6gion 
s'6tendant entre le Kenya et les pays du Levant, montre que leur 6volution 
n'a pas comment6 avant l 'Oligoc6ne le plus tardif ou le Mioe6ne inf6rieur. Les 
losses eontinuent ~ s'affaisser durant certaines phases majeures, en partieulier 
pendant les 6poques de transition du Mioe6ne au Plioe6ne, du Plioc6ne au 
Pleistocgne, et 6galement pendant le Pleistoe6ne moyen. Nous n'avons aucune 
preuve de l'existence ant6rieure des structures des fosses principales dans le 
soele cristallin ou dans la eouverture s6dimentaire du pr6-Oligoc6ne, qui s'est 
r6ouverte pendant le C6nozoique sup6rieur, et qui pouvait conduire ~ la forma- 
tion des losses de l'Afro-Arabie. On observe rarement d'importantes failles clans 
la couverture s6dimentaire du pr6-Oligoc6ne. La oft elles existent, leurs diree- 
tions teetoniques sont rarement parall61es au principal alignement des losses 
c6nozoiques. Au mieux, ees anciennes failles ont pu avoir une influence sur le 
dgveloppement transversal et diagonal de failles qui ont aussi jou6 un r61e 
dans la disposition du subgraben, graben splays et autres embranehements des 
losses prineipales. Non moins rare, est le parall61isme entre les lignes directives 
des formations m6tamorphiques et les dykes int6rieures du socle et les lignes 
des grandes fosses. 

Les losses de l'Afro-Arabie ont leur origine dans les p6n6plaines du Tertiaire 
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inf6rieure - -  p6n6plaines d'une dimension r6gionale qui s'est 6tendue sur une 
grande partie du Gondwana. Les losses se sont d6velopp6es ind6pendemment 
d'anciens Highs et Lows teetoniques, comme par exemple les seuils et les basins 
r6gionaux - -  ph6nom6ne qui ne correspond pas ~ la th6orie du ,~keystone 
dropping>, eomme r6sultat d'un pr6e6dent bombement. L'impression qu'on 
a parfois de l'existence d'une vofite avec un graben axial, est d'une signification 
purement morphologique; elle est en r6alit6 eaus6e par des soul6vements 
,< isostatiques >~ et par des mouvements basculant des horsts principaux attaeh6s 
aux fosses prineipales. Autrement dit, la plupart des mega-horsts ne sont pas 
des demi-horsts, mais d'6normes bldcs montagneux (Levant, Etbai, Ethiopie, 
Danakil, Y6men) qui sont bord6s sur leurs deux flanes par des failles d'extension 
avee des rejets sur des milliers de m6tres. Cet important soul6vement, observ6 
partieuli6rement au Plio-Pleistoc6ne, a caus6 l'61imination de la eouverture s6di- 
mentaire dans les sommets des horsts, par l'6rosion et la d6nudation. Les 
quelques rares affleurements connus du Cr6tac6-Eoe6ne sur l e s  c6tes de la 
Mer Rouge sont suppos6s servir d'indieations ~ l'existence d'anciens golfes 
marins et done, pr6e6dant ee Rift valley, ils sont plus vraisemblement les 
t6moins de la eouverture s6dimentaire sauv6s de l'6rosion et pr6serv6s dans 
les 6eroulements du graben. 

Les failles marginales sont des failles normales avec des rejets d'en moyenne 
70 ~ Durant les phases taphrog6niques, ees failles sont rest6es les cadres per- 
manents des losses prineipales. A l'int6rieur du graben elles sont suivies par 
une zone de Vorberge qui consiste en blocs bascul6s impliquant aussi des 
horsts et grabens subsidiaires. Dans les d6pressions faill6es de l 'Afar et de la 
Mer Rouge, ces losses subsidiaires de la zone de Vorberge peuvent approeher 
une largeur comparable ~ eelle du Rift valley de pays de l'est du Levant. Dans 
la partie axiale de la Mer Rouge, de l'Afar et du Gregory Rift valley, apparalt 
un distinct << graben-en-graben ~ ou rift-in-rift qui est le plus jeune 616ment 
structural de l'fige du Pleistoc6ne. Cette jeune structure est beaueoup moins 
d6velopp6e dans la fosse du Golfe d'Aden. Ce graben ad6nien est aussi diff6rent 
du graben de la Mer Rouge par d'autres aspects, sp6eialement par sa topo- 
graphic axiale sous-marine et par ses eurieuses failles transversales; deux traits 
morphoteetoniques qui nous rappellent les rides dorsales de l'Oe6an Indien. 

Une eomparaison de mesures g6ophysiques, et surtout de gravit6, faites dans 
les diff6rentes grandes fosses, a montr6 des r6sultats tr6s eontradietoires. Tandis 
que les valeurs de Bougner sont tr6s positives et conduisent a une conjecture 
sur rexistenee d'une masse lourde et magmatique au fond du rift-in-rift de la 
Mer Rouge, dans la majeur partie du terrain de l 'Afar et de tout le Gregory Rift, 
ees valeurs sont extr6mement n6gatives - -  et indiqueraient une eroute tr4s 
6paisse. Ce ph6nom6ne est des plus remarquables puisque les grandes losses et 
horsts de l 'Ethiopie et du Kenya sont toutes deux domin6es par de vastes traps 
de laves et d'autres mat6riaux basiques-volcaniques. 

L'hypoth6se d'une rotation contre le sens des aiguilles d'une montre et d'une 
d6rive de l'Arabie (eomprenant une influence semblable sur l'origine orog6nique 
des plissements du Zagros) pr6sente maintes dfffieult6s: 

1. Puisque la destruction taphrog6nique n'est pas lirnit6e aux fosses inter- 
eontinentales de l'Afro-Arabie, mais s'6tend plut6t jusqu'~ la M6diterran6e 
et l'Oe6an Indien, la rotation de l'Arabie doit d6passer le mouvement suppos6 
de 7 ~ . 

2. Le Y6men et l 'Ethiopie, c'est-~-dire, l'Arabie et l'Afrique, repr6sentaient 
un continent non-interrompu pendant le Mioc6ne. Lorsqu'ils se sont s6par6s 
par le splay de Bab el Mandeb, le nord du Sinai et l'extr@me nord de 
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l 'Egypte se sont transform6s et sont devenus un isthme qui r6unit 
jnsqu'aujourd'hui les deux continents. En effet, ~ la fin du Mioe6ne, le 
graben de la Mer Rouge 6tait mgme d6jfi devenu - -  pour une courte 
p6riode - -  un basin 6vaporitique assez ferm6. 

8. En ce qui coneerne le graben-en-graben du centre de la Mer Rouge - -  
sur lequel se base, tout particuli6rement, l 'hypoth6se d 'une d6rive entre 
l 'Afrique et l 'Arabie - -  son appartenance ~ l'age du Pleistoc6ne exigerait 
une d6rive d 'un demi m6tre par an. Toutefois on ne trouve, sur la c6te 
de la Mer Rouge, aueune preuve pr6historique, histofique ou r6cente d'un 
d6plaeement lat6ral - -  certainement pas d 'une pareille envergure. 

Ce taux de d6rive annuelle, d6passant m4me les calculs les plus opti- 
mistes fairs jusqu'/t pr6sent par ceux qui soutiennent la th6orie du 
<< drifting ,,  est suppos6 avoir eu lieu entre l 'Afrique et l'Am6rique du 
Sud. 

4. Finalement, dans l'6tude sur la d6rive - -  et eela s'applique 6galement ~ la 
question du d6crochement horizontal - -  on sent l 'absence d 'une discussion 
sur la d6formation m6canique des parties de la eroute rigide qui sont 
subordonn6es/t  des forces intensives de d6tachement. 

Is co~epa~anue 

HacTomqee ~lccae;~onaHHe nocu~meHo n3y~eHmo Aq~po-ApaBH~mHor0 rpa- 
5ella, pacno~o~enHoro MeTu~y HeHi4e.~ H ~IeBaHTOM. 0BOJ[IOI~IIH rpaSena 
naqa~ac~ He paHee nO3~Hero Oanroaena  ~an paHHero M~o~eua. OH npo~oamaa 
o~ycHaTbCH B TeqeHi~e HecHoJIbHHX F~aBHHX e~p0eOBBIX ~)a3, oeoSeittto Bo 
BpeMH gepexo~HbiX oi]ox 0T MgoHeHa H H~0ReHy, OT II~I/IoI~eHa H n~e~cTo]leHy 
li B epe~HeM n~e~cTO~eHe. ~ Hac Hew ~oHa3awe~bcTB, no~BepmJ~amm~x npemH~e 
raaeHBie cwpyHTypt,I rpa6ena B ~OKeM6pH~euHx Kp~cTaaa~ueeKnx rm~CT~- 
~a[on[Hx Hopo~ax g ~ i  B 9~O0~I4rO~eHOBb~X oca~0gHb~X gop0J~aX, Bo3p0~RJ~eHHblX 
BO BpeMg panHero ~afiHO:30~, ~0wopbm cnocoSCT~OBa~H 5b~ 05pa30sai~nm 
Aq~po-ApaB~cnoro Merarpa6eHa. B ~oox~ro~e~oe~,~x oca~0qHHX nopo~ax 
pe~r ~a6a~o;~a~owc~ 8na~uwe,~bHHe eSp0e~L TaM r~e OH~ ~eTpe~amTcu, nx  
we~wottIltIec~tag ~anpae~eHHOCT~ oTntO~b He napaxae~i~Ha OCHOBHOMy Hanpas- 
aeH~m Ha~Ho30~c~oro rpa6eHa. B ay~meM cay~ae, 3T~ ~ p e ~ e  c6poe~ 
MOrJ~II C0~(e~eTBOBaTb pa3BHTH~O noHepe~Ino-~IaroHa~bHoro e6pocoSpa3OBaHHH, 
~owopoe waHme cb~rpaao oHpe~eaeHHy~o poab B p a c n o ~ o m e H ~  noJ~rpaSeHa, 
OT~OCOB rpa6eHa ~ ~pyr~x seTse~ raa~Horo rpa6e~a.  Ta~me pegso Ha6a~o- 
;laeTcg napaaaeag3a~u IIJIaCTOB Mem~y MeTaMOp~HgeCHHM~ gopona~g 
(~yHJ~aMeHTa H I~X I4HTpy314BHbIMH ~a[~HaMI4 I4 F~IaBHbIM nanpaBaeHgeM rpa6eHa. 

Aeppo -ApaBs~cs~  rpa5e~ o6pa.~oBaaes s paHHeM TpeWI(qttOM nepgone 
neHen~eHe per~oHa~bHoro pasMepa, pacnpocTpaH~Bmeroe~ Ha 6oJ~bmy~o tISeTb 
POHJ~BaHa. Pac~aeHeH~e, Bb~3BaHHOe rpa6eHoH HpOI~I3OIIIgIO neBsHpag Ha 
HpeJ~bIJ~ynme w e H w 0 s ~ e c ~ e  HOJ~HSITHg g onyc~am4~ ~ia~ 6aece~tHS~, - -  s e l e n i t e  
oTp~aIomee TeopHm, 06~SCHSmmy~O 06pa3OBaH~g rpa6ena ogpymem~eM 
3aMRe CBOJ~OBOFO IIO~HY[TI/IYI. C~yga~Hoe BHe~aT.xemee CBO~a C rpa6eHOM, B 
~aqecwBe ero ocH, IIMeeT ~a~ewo Mop~oJ~org~ec~oe 3HageH~e. ()Ho BbI3BaHO 
,,g3OCTaTI4geeHI4M" HO~HHTPIeM I4 HaH~IOHOM F~aBHbIX FOpCTOB, Hp~4Hpen~eHH~IX 
[~ FJIaBHOMy rpa6eHy. I]OMHMO TOrO, MHOrne MeraropeT~[ IIBZ]HIOTCg He ,,goay- 
ropeTaMi4" a orp0Mnl~IM!~ 6~IOHaMg rop (~eBanT, DT6a~, 3q~om~u, ~aHai~I4:l 
g ~eMenb), oHpymenH~e c ~ByX CTOpOH raaBnHM~ c6pocaMg pacT~meH~g, 
nOT0p~m onyc~amTcg Ha T~m~m4 MeTpoS. OT~ npy~nHe HO~HgTHH, Oco~eHHO 
3aMeTHLIe B HJII40-IIYIe]~CTOI~eHe, BI)I3BaJI!~I, HpoMe TOFO, CHOC oca~oHHOFO 
]]oHpoBa B peuy~bTaTe 3p031~II/I I/I ~eny~a~ BO3BI)IHIeHHO~I HaCTH rpaSeHa n 
ero xI4HTepJIaH~a. MaJIOI43BeCTHMe B~IXO~I,I riopo~ Me~la-oollega B HpHMopcI~OM 
pa~0He I~paegoro MOpg HBJIgIOTCYI yHa3aHI4gMH Ha 9~peBg~e MOpCHge 3a~I~IBhI 
14 PIX IIpe~BeCTHI4HPI B ~O~l!~IHe PI4~Ta 3TO OCTaTHi4 HO~O@HOPO HoHpLITI4H, He 
Ho~Beprm~ee~ 3po3~I!~ 5aaro~aps onyCTHBm~MeS 5aO~0M rpa6eHa. 
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OScae~onaHH~ie KpaeBLie c6pocbi HBJIlltOTCI=I cSp0caMH cMemem~a (B sanpa -  
Baen~I na~eH11H) c na;IeHneM B cpe~IHeM ~a 70 ~ B nocae~y~omue wa~)poreH- 
Hs~e on113o~LI onH npo~oaucaaH ocTaBaTI, CH He113MeHHt,IMH rpallmlaM11 rpa6eHa. 
Bnywp~ noexeRHero OHH eonpoBo~atoTeH 3ollofi npe;~ropsn , ,u zone" 
eoewoHii~e~ !t3 HaHaOlt11I, IX 5JIOHOB, BRa~oqatoI~11x wai~e  ~0YIOJI1111TeJIhHhIe 
r0peT~I I~ rpaSeHH. B orpoM~IX p11~Tax A~)apa II HpacHoro MopH, ~onoam~- 
we~],m,ifI rpa6eii n ropcT npe~rop~o~ ~oHHb~ MOryT ~OeT~rHyTr, mI4pHHH Bo- 
CTOqIt0-SIeBaHWeHOfI 9IOJIIIHHSI pHi)we. B oeeBol~ qaeT~i A~apa,  HpaeHoe Mope 
11 ~O311Ha P i i ~ w a  I~peropii IIBJIHIOTCH CaMt,IM11 MOJIO~t,IM11, T. e.  HJIel~ICTO~eHOBI~IM 
cTpynwypn~IM ~3eMeHTOM HBHO BHpameHHOrO rpaSeHa BHyTpHH rpaSeiia IIaii 
p11(~wa ~HHyTp~ pI4~wa. OWO MOY[0~au cwpy~Typa r 0 p a ~ o  Menee B~ipameHa B 
rpa6elle A~eHHe~oro 3a~i11Ba. Ppa6eH A~eiia OW~11qaewc~ watc~e H B ~pyrl lx 
aenei~wax OT eTpoellnii Hpaciioro M0p~, oeo6eiiHO B e r o  IIO~B0~HOfl 0ceBofI 
wonorpaq~i~H n eBoeo6pa3ii~ix IIOHepe~H~IX cSpocax, HaIIOM11HamIJ411X epe~He- 
o~eaiic~He ropn~ie ~Ien11 I/Inn11~cnoro O~eaHa. 

Hoppe~u~11H reo/l)11s~eci~ix, Oc06eiiHO rpaB~MeTplluec~iix ~4aMepeiiiif L 
IIp0Be;~eiiiiHx ~ paaan~H~iX raaeH~ix rpa6eiiax no~auI,maeT ~paflHe ~pOT11- 
nopeu~B~ie peaya~wawsL EC~In ~moiii ie IIO311T11B11I)Ie IIo~a3awe~m Byrepa  
nO3BO~IIItOT eye,ITS, 0 na~11~iin w ~ e ~ o r o  MarMaTiiueci~oro MaTepllaaa Ha 2(He 
p11(~Ta nnyTp~I p11(~Ta Hpaeiioro MOpg, TO B 5OJII, IIIO~I tiaew~i A0)ape~ofi IIII3Men- 
HOCT11 I/I BO Bce~ ~O~11He PII(~Ta Pperop11 na6a~oAaeTcH Heo6~IqHaH 6o:~man 
rpaBiiMewpiiuee~a~ He2(ocwawogiioew~, yHa3~mami~aa Ha HCn~O~WeasnO 
W0aCWyIO 3eMny~o ~opy. OT0 TeM 6oaee 3aMeqaweai, no, tIWO B o6ellx ~ o ~ n a x  
pii~wa II ropcTax 3d)iiOlmn II Henm~ IIpeoSaa~a~oT orpoMiiHe 6aaa~ii~OSble 
Tpan ~IaBbI 14 11HOfI OeIIOBtIOf~ MaTepr~a~ ~yn~aH11uecr~oro nporlcxom~eHrm. 

FrmoTeaa o ~pe/~/De ri npalIieHI~r~ npOT11S uaeoBo~ eTpe~IH11 ApaBri~tc~oro 
~ioayocTpona (~ i~o~as  ero npenlIoaaraeMoe ~s~11Hi~11e Ha oporeHi~uec~oe 
IIpo~cxom~eHiie 3arpoe~ofI c ~ a ~ 1 1 )  BbI3NBaeT MHOrO npoTrlBope~11fi. (i) IIo- 
eKoa~ny Ta0)poreHi~eci~oe paapyliieHHe He orpaiirlUrlBaeTea 11HTepI~OnTn- 
IIeH~aJI~HNM A~po-ApaB11fmI~iiM rpa6eiioM II ~poeTnpaewc~ )Iaxe~o ~ Cpe~H~eM- 
Hoe M0ps 14 I/III~iifret~i~fi O~ean, amSoe ~B11meiiiie Apa~11~c~oro noayoeTpoBa 
~o~]mtto 6~ITI~ 5o~bme noeTy~mpoBaHHHoro 7 ~ ~B~I~eHiiaa. (2) l~eMett II 3~)Hon~I~I, 
T. e.  ApaB~f lCHn~  II0~IyOeTpOB, ItB~IIIJIIICt) HeiiIpI~IpI)IBiihIM HOHTI{HeiiTOM eme B 
M11o~ei~e. Hor~a 0H11 0w~e~gx~IC~ ~ I I~o~e i i e  Ba5-o~I~-MaH~e6C~M e6poeoM, 
cesepn~ff~ Cii~a~ ~ ~pafmHii~ cenep ErmIwa 11peBpawii~11C~ B aa~p~ITLI~ ne- 
pemeei~, ~oTop~i~ ~ no celt ~eii~ IIpo;(oJi~aew 0CTanaT~CH HOHT11HettTaJILHSIM 
MOCTOM. B ~efICTBIITeJII~HOCT!/1, B I~omle M11olIeHa rpa6eH HpacHoro ~0pH 
IIpeepaTnaeH, XOTII II Ha H0powH11~ nep110;~, B co~epmeHHO 3a~cp5iTsi~ ~Ba- 
IIop11TiiUecnHfI 6acce~m (3) gTO I~acaewcH oceBoro rpa6ega-BgyTp11-rpaSeHa 
Hpacnoro MOp~, oeo60 no~uep~iiBalon~ero B03MO~IIOCTt, cyII~eeTBOBaHHn 
~pe~d~a Me~7~y A~)pm~ofi ~ Apa~ii~rC~C11M II0ayocwpOBOM, TO ero nJIe~ewoi:ieHoBI~IiTI 
Bo3pacw IIoTpe6o~aa 6~, ~w06~ OWHOmeiil~e ~pe~/~a paBiiii~OC5 0,5 MeTpa II ro;~. 
O;~iiaHo, B npHMopcI~o~ ~acwll Hpac~oro u0pg 1let ~O11CTOpii~IeC~iiX, IICTO- 
pii~ec~11x ~ eoBpeMeiiHSIX ;IoHa3aTe~I, CWB npoTHmeiiH~ HpacHoro MOpg, 
oc06eHno Ta~oro 3HaqeH11~. F0;IOBOfI ~pefdp ~ 0,5 Mewpa HpeB0CXO~gT name 
caM~ie onwiiMiiCTgqec~iie pacqewH ~ 11ao6pa~eH11H no cefi )Ieg~ n~nllraeM~m 
cw0ponH~naM11 ew0JI5 orpOMH0rO ~pii/pTa, ~oTop~Ifi npe~Ho~araaeu Merely 
Aq)pllnofI n IOmHofI AMep~no~. (~) B aa~a~oueH11 113yueHii~ ~IpII(~WOB, - -  tiT0 
OT~OCIITCH Ta~me n nonpocy o roplla0HTa~SHHOM c6pocosOM eMeli~eHmL 6~iao- 
6si me~aTeasHo 1]poneeT~ ~a~aemamym 7~iie~yccnm Ha TeMy 0 Mexaii11~ec~o~ 
/Ie~opMai/m4, HOTOpO~ Im~nepraae~ meeTnan UaCT~ ~0psI B xo;Ie CTOaL 11HTeH- 
ciieiioro p a c T ~ m e ~ m  (aBTOp) 

Introductory 
The  cons iderab le  extent  of the  t h e m e  impels  the  wr i te r  to confine 

the  p r e sen t  s tudy  to the  countr ies  s t re tching b e t w e e n  the  L ev an t  and 
K e n y a  (Fig. 1). This l imitat ion was par t icular ly  cal led for because  h e  h a d  
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the privilege of touring parts of Afar and the adjoining Ethiopian and 
Somali plateaux under the guidance of I. ARKm and in the company of 
T. HACEN. He is indebted, therefore, to the courtesy of His Excellency 
ASSEFA LEMMA the, Ethiopian Minister of Mines in Addis Ababa, to whom 
he wishes to express his gratitude for the facilities which he provided for 
the tour. He must also acknowledge with thanks Professor L. S. B. LEAKEY'S 
special help in arranging for excursions in the Gregory Rift Valley under 
the guidance of Dr. I. WALSH of the Geological Survey and R. CLAI~KE of 
the Natural History Museum in Nairobi and a visit to the Olduvai layers 
in Tanzania through the offices of Mrs. LEAKEY. The observations on the 
spot, re-inforced by the available published material on the Red Sea and 
Aden Gulf, yield a substantial total, and the writer believes that a summing 
up of the research in this field is now opportune. He is especially obliged 
to the "Geologische Vereinigung" for its recommendation and invitation to 
present this paper on Afro-Arabian graben structures at its annual meeting 
on 28 February, 1969. 

Discussion 

Intercontinental gr~iben are block dissections of the crust caused by 
gravitative, vertical subsidence movements. Except for the insignificant 
miniature gfiiben, they evolve episodically in taphrogenic phases. 

In the Afro-Arabian areas (Fig. 1), which are the immediate subject 
of this study, the graben downfaulting generally begins shortly before 
the Neogene (end of the Oligoeene?), though most run simultaneously with 
it, and in numerous instances assume increased intensity in the Quaternary. 
Episodic faulting conforms to the graduated and progressive development 
of the structural pattern. As with the Ilhinegraben (PICARD, 1968), the 
writer inclines to the view that in the case, too, of the extensive gdiben 
of the Afro-Arabian system, a marked Vorberge-zone is noticeable along- 
side the framing marginal faults. This Vorberge structure, which consists of 
tilted blocks, subsidiary horsts and gfiiben, generally follows, in the central 
part of the graben interior, an axial trough that has evolved during the 
younger phases, namely, in the course of the fracture phases of the Quater- 
nary.The faults of theVorberge bordering that axial innermost graben seg- 
ment can attain very considerable throws. But in the superdimensional graben 
depressions, the Vorberge zones may well incorporate further subsidiary 
gr~iben of appreciable dimensions (for example, in the Afar depression). 
Medium and smaller cross faults that may reach well into the graben 
interior here replace the border faults. The much larger, obtuse angled 
transversal faults that end in the main graben may expand into diagonal 
graben splays, which often reach extensive regional sizes. They thereby add 
to the structural complexity of the gigantic depressions of the Red Sea 
and the Afar triangle (main diameter-more than 850 km.). 

Notwithstanding the individual traits, which can yet be differentiated 
through the rock diversity of the sedimentary and/or magmatie graben 
fillings, the Afro-Arabian gr~iben are a global tectonic phenomenon of 
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Fig. 1. Upper Cenozoic Taphrogenic pattern in the regions between the North- 
eastern Mediterranean and the Northwestern Indian Ocean. 

the younger Cenozoies. As in the ease of the Enropean Rhenish system, so 
here too pre-rift  Highs and Lows are cut, irrespective of whether they are 
regional swells and basins, or anti- and syneelises, up-and downwarps ,  
syn-or anticlinal foreland folds. The gr~iben are thus in no ease bound 
solely to upwarp vault  zones, for example the Black Forest-Vosgues, the 
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Arabo-Nubian massif, the so-called Ethiopian and East-African swells. On 
the contrary, comparably in a way to the Rhinegraben (PIcAt/D, i968, 
p. 12), a close analysis establishes that the first downbreak of the Afro- 
Arabian gr~iben evolves on a flat and low relief of late Paleogene or 
sub-Miocene peneplains. Even the initial shield and plateau lavas flow 
over that low relief and precede the proper graben formation. That is why 
the gr~iben emerge after a continental, tectonie respite pause that had 
prevailed on the Gondwanian eraton, and often also on its border areas. 
A pre-graben vault, such as the one visualised by ELI DE BEAUMONT in 
the Vosgue-Sehwarzwald, and assumed to prevail also in the Arabo-Nubian 
massif, is little more than a morphological vision. What we confront in this 
massif are half-horsts that had been isostatieally lifted and tilted in the 
wake of the episodic downfaulting of the graben. That impression vanishes 
as one gets to the genuine horsts surrounded by marginal faults on both 
flanks, as in the mega-blocks of the Levant, Etbai range, Yemen, Danakil, 
the Ethiopian high plateau and those of the East African eraton (BRocK). 
The prerift upwarping theory, and the (GREcoRY) keystone drop theory 
closely bound up with it, are, therefore, untenable even from a morpho- 
logical point of view with respect to these regional blocks. One must, with 
BROCK (1953), equally rebut the idea (KRENKEL) of the uniform long swell 
originally running from Mozambique to as far as Ethiopia or even (as 
HOLMES believed) as far as the Arabo-Nubian massif, that was followed by 
graben downfaulting along their-length axis. In view of the current high 
topographical position of several mega-horsts that reach an altitude of up 
to 8000 metres, one would be more justified in speaking of block-mountains 
rather than of swells. 

The attempts to trace these block mountains; as well as the large grabens 
that adjoin them, to old revived structures must prove abortive on closer 
examination (Fig. 2). The trend of Precambrian to Mesozoic dislocations 
and folds tallies only in exceptional cases with the directions of our young 
Cenozoic regional crustal faults. At the same time, we should not forget 
that, comparably to the experimental deformation ellipsoid (re-discussed 
in KUPFER, 1968), the strain ellipsoid of the earth must have recurrently 
reacted with kindred fissures upon compressional and tensional forms of the 
crustal epidermis (SoNDER). Meridional, equatorial and oblique comple- 
mentary fault directions recur in all rigid crustal parts, no matter whether 
we designate them (as in Central Europe) as Rhenish, Hercynian, Variscian, 
or (as in Afro-Arabia) East-African, Erythrean, Adenean, Aualitie, and so 
forth. All too little weight appears to be attached in this to the requisite 
mechanical deformation that should have occurred along the mobile fault 
planes, both veltically and horizontally, that recurrently moved over so 
many periods of our earth history. Such presumed permanent or episodic 
revivals at both dip-slip and strike-slip dislocations should have been 
manifested by enormous mylonitized friction zones. 
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Regional Survey 

R e d  S e a  a n d  L e v a n t  
The upper Cenozoic Bed Sea graben, 400 km. (maximum) wide and 

2000 kin. long, that separates Arabia from Africa, presents in its interior 
numerous bifurcations which are, in effect, little more than small offshoots 
of the graben (Suakin, Wadi Ifal for example). More striking and above all 
better investigated, are the northern splinters of the Red Sea graben, the 
Suez and Aqaba grabensplays. The (85 km. wide) Suez graben, which 
retains the so-called Erythrean direction (from NW to NNW) cuts the 
undulated Egyptian Galala and Western Sinai. We have no knowledge 
of its continuation under the continental and submarine young sediments 
of the Nile delta 1). Much more narrow (a width of 10~15 km.) is the 
acute angled branching-off of the Aqaba Gulf and its graben-shaped con- 
tinuation to as far as the Syrian-Turkish border. The sub-gdiben of the 
Arava, the Dead Sea, the Jordan, the Orontes, the Kara Su which are 
variously designated and are more or less meridionally directed, are best 
grouped together into one group of an "East Levant Graben Zone" 
(PICARD, 1966). They dissect the Cenozoic anticlinorial uplifts and the syn- 
clinorial downwarps of the Negev, ~ordan and Syria, including the fore- 
land folds. T h e  Sirhan depression, frequently assumed to be a graben, is 
apparently a major trough and, consequently, best fitted into the undula- 
tion system that stretches between the Jafr basin and the Rutba upwarp 
(BuREK). There still remains unresolved the question: To what extent does 
the Damascus depression owes its present tectonic situation to young 
taphrogenic movements? Q 

The Neogene-Quaternary gr~ben of the Levant are however by no 
means restricted to the continent. They dismember the no~heastern 
Mediterranean, for instance, the Phoenicia graben, the Cilicia graben, the 
Cyprus horst (PIcARD, in press). Finally, mention should be made of the 
numerous smaller horsts and gr~iben that dissect the sedimentary cover of 
the Levant mega-horst into subsidiary blocks of diagonal to equatorial 
direction, such as Galilee, Lebanon, North Syria. Noteworthy too are 
the cuneiform miniature gr~iben wedged in the Precambrian crystalline 
basements of Sinai, of opposite Midian and of the Egyptian Etbai range, 
with fillings of sediments removed from the the adjoining horsts by erosion 
and denudation. 

E t h i o p i a  a n d  K e n y a  

The split in mega blocks and graben splays is no less marked and 
forceful in the southern tip of the Red Sea graben. The Danakil block 

2) It may be asked whether the Suez graben advances at all in the Medi- 
terranean, or, like the Aden Gulf, is superseded by a graben trending more to 
an E ~ W  direction. The second alternative should get support not only in the 
extraneous E---W fault lineament, that sets in on the structural line Cairo-- 
Northern Sinai, but also in the parallel course of the Bouguer gravity anomaly 
lines (DE BaUYN). 
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here, as a separating barrier, (500 km. long; 100 km. wide; 2000 in. high) 
divides the Red Sea graben into two graben offshoots, namely the Dallol- 
Saltplain graben splay between the Danakil- and the Ethiopian blocks, 
and the Bab el-Mandeb graben splay between the Danakil and the Yemen 
blocks. The last-mentioned offshoot narrows down considerably as it 
reaches Bah el-Mandeb; its tectonic relation with the Aden Gulf graben 
is still not too clear or explicable. On the other hand, the Dallol-Saltplain 
graben, starting in the North at the Zulu Gulf, opens narrowly, then 
expands and becomes wider as it gets nearer to the so-called Wonji belt 
that terminates here. The Wonji belt is of East-African NNE orientation, 
and lies axiswise between the Elhiopian and the Somalian plateaux horsts. 
These two horsts form, with the Danakil horst, the gigantic funnel-shaped 
fault depression of Afar. It  is most significant that all marginal main 
faults of the three major horsts are immediately followed by a Vorberge 
zone. That zone contains subsidiary gfiiben among the usual tilted step 
blocks. The subsidiary gfiiben are remarkable for their considerable width 
(10--15 km.), in keeping with the enormous dimensions of the Afar main 
graben. Like all other step blocks of the Vorberge, these run parallel to 
the main border faults; in other words, they trend between EPythrean 
NNW and meridional N--S,  in Danakilean WNW, and between Adenean 
ENE and almost equatorial E - - W  directions. The East-African Wonji 
belt belongs to the Afar triangle only in its terminal sector. The largest 
part of it stretches southwards down to Kenya, and is detached by the 
60--80 km. wide Gregory Rift Valley, whose direction is strictly towards 
N--S.  

A d e n  G u l f :  S o u t h  B o r d e r  A r e a :  
An appreciable part of the Vorberge zone has been sunken down in 

the Indian ocean. This will be diseussed later in our reference to the other 
suboceanic inner graben strnetures of the Aden Gulf. The major border 
faults on the continent appear to be detached en 6chelon. 

The small "Aisha Horst" of MoI~R (1967) situated to the South of the 
Gulf of Tajura (apparently the Ali Sabiet block of AZZAROLI) is generally 
compared with the much larger Danakil horst north of this gulf; yet more 
precise data remain to be obtained before light is shed on these structure 
relations. 

S o u t h e r n  A r a b i a  ( Y e m e n - H a d r a m a u t ) :  
Opposite the Danakil block stretches the major horst of Yemen. Like the 

horsts of the Ethiopian-Somalian plateaux and of the Danakil Alps, the 
Yemen horst, too, was built up of Preeambrian basement rocks, Mesozoie 
cover sediments and Cenozoic volcanic material. 

The graben splay of Bab el-Mandeb is distinguished by the meridional 
N--S  direction of its western marginal fault, which borders the Yemen 
horst. The eastern bo~-der fault of the Yemen horst, however, resumes 
the Erythrean direction, and forms the rim of the sand-covered Ramlat- 
es-Sabatain depression. This eastern marginal fault extends to the North, 
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as far as the Najran province of the Saudia-Yemen frontier district (GEu- 
KENS), while, to the South it continues its course either straight or en 
6chelon as Ataq mainfault (GREENWOOD and BLEACKLEY). Moreover, the 
Ataq mainfault shaped the boundary between the crystalline Precambrian 
of East Yemen and the sedimentary Meso-Cenozoics of Hadramaut. 

BEYDOUN'S pictures show further NW--SE faults which traverse and 
cut through the south-western Hadramaut. Of these the important Ifdah 
fault is particularly noteworthy (according to GREENWOOD and BLEACKLEY). 
It embraces, jointly with East-Yemen's Ataq fault, the 80 kin. wide Wadi 
Mayfa'ah drainage basin, which is also thickly covered by sandy alluvial. 
All these geological traits give the impression of an Erythrean- or Dana- 
kilean-directed graben splay, namely, a bifurcation of the Gulf of Aden 
graben composed of the fault depressions of Wadi Mayfa'ah and Ramlat-es- 
Sabatain, separating Yemen from Hadramaut. (The many internal smaller 
faults of the Sabatain graben splay have apparently contributed to the 
diapirie rising of the Jurassic salt deposits during the upper Cenozoic, 
namely, at the time of the formation of the graben). 

In its tectonic situation, the South Arabian Yemen block recalls its 
North Arabian counterpart, the Levant horst. In both Cases, acuteangled 
offshooting graben splays (Suez, East Levant, Bab el-Mandeb, Sabatain) 
and oceanic downfaultings (Mediterranean, Indian ocean) lead to the 
formation of a triangular crustal mosaic. Both horsts are marked by their 
additional subsidiary and miniature gr~iben. Like the post-Eocene undula- 
tions of North Arabia (El Jafr basin to Rutba upwarp), the Hadramant 
borderland, too, with its anticlinorial waves of lower Cenozoic age, remains 
untouched by upper Cenozoic graben tectonics. BEYDOUN'S meticulous 
mapping shows Adenean ENE oriented, en 6chelon shaped border faults, 
which follow an emphatic Vorberge block zone with typical endemic 
graben structures. 

Pre-Rift Structural Tendencies 

T h e  T r e n d  D i s h a r m o n i e s  (Fig. 2): 

The earlier regional structural maps (FuRoN, 1958, USSR, 1966), had 
already shown distinct disharmonies between the trend of the basement 
and the Paleo-Mesozoic-Paleogene cover and the trend of the young Meso- 
zoic gr~iben; these disharmonies come even more markedly to the fore in 
the latest edition of international tectonics maps (CnouBERT, 1968). 

The folds and other bending forms of the Levant block are crossed by 
taphrogenic disturbance lines at the obtuse, and even at the right, angle. 
That contrast is particularly striking in the trend of the Precambrian 
basement of the Arabian demi-massif, where the Algonkian schists, especi- 
ally the structural lineaments of the ophiolites, strike in a sharply angled 
direction towards the Erythrean graben. Even late Algonkian wrench faults 
(for example the Nadj fault), which traverse and pierce the low grade to 
non-metamorphic sediments of the youngest Precambrian, depart as much 
as from 20 ~ to 80 ~ from the direction of the marginal faults of the tled 
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Sea Graben. This geological fact thus supports the conclusion ob BRowN 
& JACKSON (1960, p. 77), when he said inter alia - -  

"The Arabian fault zone forming the eastern side of the Red Sea rift has no 
apparent connection with the ancient structural lines of the crystalline rocks . . ." 

In the opposite semi-massif of Nubia, as well, the N---S trend of 
the Algonkian belt iPICAnD, 1940) is in tectonic discord in relation to the 
Red Sea graben. DAINELLI'S isohypses of the Precambrian surface of 
Ethiopia, and particularly the younger foliated schists of the basement 
(see MOHR, 1962, Figs. 2, 8), do not harmonise in their strike direction 
with the principal marginal disturbances of the Afar depression; or even 
run in a perpendicular direction towards them. Only in Northern Erythrea 
is there parallelism between the old lineament and the younger fault 
tectonics. The actual Wonji graben likewise cuts at an acute angle 
through the meridionally-oriented crystalline Sidamo complex. It  is true that 
the northern Gregory Rift Valley runs somewhat 'casually' parallel to the 
trend of the crystalline socle; but that trend already departs in an oblique 
direction at the southern rift valley. In the Malawi (Nyassa) graben even 
the strike of the basement in the opposite grabeu flanks is thoroughly 
different. Indeed, there is perpendicularity even between basement trend 
and the graben direction of Lake Kiwu and the Upper Lake Tanganyika. 
In his discussion of the East African Rift Valley, Quennel reaches the 
conclusion t h a t - -  "Faults rarely coincide with primary foliation". 

T h e  p r o b l e m  o f  F a u l t  R e j u v e n a t i o n :  
In our reference to the wrench and normal faults of Saudi Arabia's 

Precambrian basement, we have already drawn attention to the fact that 
these faults had nothing in common with the direction of the border 
faults of the Red Sea. Where strike slips are assumed, as in the Abu 
Masarib fault (Abdel-GAwAD), they are connected with oblique subsidiary 
gr~ben or graben splays which contributed to the sinoida!, serrated trans- 
location of the graben border faults. The survey made by the ARAMCO 
geologists, which covered that enormous, wholly exposed, territory, shows 
no definitive Precambrian faults which penetrated into the Paleozoic- 
Mesozoic sediment cover. Similar findings were reached on the latest 
observations in the Transjordan sedimentary cover of the Hisma region 
(BENDER) and the Elath region in the Sinaitic Negev (BENTOn). The 
NE- -SW fault of Inner Arabia, largely covered by the sand dunes of 
the Great Nefud, do, it is true, dislocate the Paleo-Mesozoic layers, but 
they end at the basement outcrops. That fault may be of Cretaceous age, 
just like other assumed buried faults in the eastern flank of the Arabian 
shield (NAcIB, DIJNNINGTON). Narrow, 2 kin. wide, 9.00--800 kin. long, 
arcuate gr~ben rnnning from N---S to E - - W  (KARPOFF , 1956) are entrench- 
ed in file Jurassic-Cretaceous euestas of the Jebel Tuwaiq. If the 800 m. 
throw observed by KARPOFF (p. 295) at Dhurma is consistent they should 
terminate in the sedimentary mantle, providing the gr~ben are wedge- 
shaped and not limited by straight vertical faults as drawn in ARAMCO's 
cross-sections. 
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In the Lebanon and the Negev, faults of late Jurassic age have been 
established. Their amount of throw and their regional extension is as 
yet unknown. DUBER~ET believes that such Jurassic faults are of wren& 
character, and were revived in most recent times as tensional Dead Sea- 
Jordan graben faults. In the view of the writer the necessary compressive 
forces of a Jurassic orogeny are wanting to establish such large scale 
horizontal displacements; nor are the mechanical manifestations of blasto- 
mylonitie friction zones documented. This applies also to VROMAN'S (1961) 
E---W strike-slips, whose age is, however, not stated by him. Nor has 
a continuance of such Jurassic dislocations into the Gretaeeous to Tertiary 
cover yet been established. The= basic plateau volcanism in the Lebanon 
and the intensive dyke intrusions in the Negev. are rather proof of 
tensional block dissections a t  the end of the Jurassic. In the wake of 
it, a taphro-epeirogenic uplifting occurred here, that was followed by 
sub-aerial erosion and pre-Neoeomian peneplanation. 

The problem of the Jordan-Dead Sea wren& faulting has been discussed 
elsewhere (PIcARD, 1966, 1968, and in press). According to WETZEL and 
MO~TON and, more recently, BENDER, thickness and facies differences, 
which have been adduced as proof of enormous horizontal displacements, 
are fully explicable in the light of old E N - - S W  oriented shore lines. 
This explanation does not, however, undermine the belief (BENDER, 
Fig. 9.9. b) that there were NW--SE  directed marine ingression bays, which 
existed from Cambrian to as far as the Eocene. On the other hand, the 
writer is still in the dark as to why these diagonally directed ancient 
arms of the Tethys ocean should be taken as indicating subsidence 
tendency of such long duration along the current, yet meridionally direeted 
Jordan graben. Nor are the recurrent trend of the Algonkian dykes in 
Midian, running parallel to the meridional strike of the Jordan-Arava 
gr~iben, (southernmost Transjordan), conclusive evidence of the predest- 
ined graben layout since Preeambrian time. Other Algonkian formations, 
such as the Saramuj series (PICARD, 1941) in the Jordan valley are cut 
by young Algonkian dykes also in diagonal, even transversal, direction. 
One might similarly mention here the young Algonkian slates and grey- 
wacke schists of the Wadi Barqa (BENDER, p. 88, 46) which strike at an 
obtuse angle to this Levant graben section. (As in the rest of Arabia- 
Ethiopia, these weakly metamorphic sediments were peneplaned in eo-or 
infra Cambrian time.) But the most convincing example of trend dis- 
harmony between Precambriart basement dykes and young Cenozoic 
graben directions is found in SCHi2RMANN'S (Fig. 16, p. 192) dike distribu- 
tion map of Sinai and the Egyptian Eastern Desert, reproduced in our 
Fig. 8. There, nearly all dykes run perpendicularly or with obtuse angles to 
the strike of the Suez- and Aqaba graben. (See also SC~i)RMANN'S Sheet IV, 
with marked trend disharmonies between basement foliation and Suez 
rift.) 

BEYDOUN and AZZAROL~ mention. Jurassic block movements in the 
southern Arabian and Somali border areas, and also considered the pos- 
sibility of reactivation during the Genozoic downfaulting of the Aden 
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Fig. 8. Precambrian dykes in the Etbai Range and in the Sinai; 
from SCHURMANN, 1966 (Fig. 16) 

graben. Nevertheless, A Z Z A R O L I  (1968) finds that assumption difficult to 
sustain in view of the dfl~erent trend of the Jurassic sedimentary trough, 
According to GnEENWOOD and BL~ACKLEY, the graben faulting is "not 
controlled by basement faulting". To the best of our knowledge, no faults 
of definite Precambrian a g e  have been established hitherto, or even 
mentioned, in Ethiopia. Nor do we know of such faults that moved again 
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in the Mesozoic cover after the long Paleozoie interval of 200---800 million 
years. The origin of faults which cut through ~he Mesozoie (for example, 
Tigrai) or Eocene (for example, Somalia) sediments is closely linked with 
the Cenozoic taphrogeny. 

As to Kenya, BAKER (1968, p. 18) stresses, with SttACKLETON, that "there 
is no evidence of . . .  pre-Tertiary faulting". 

Age of Rift Valley Formation 

A key to the understanding of the geological development of the Gond- 
wanian section of Afro-Arabia is provided, above all, by the peneplains or 
regional unconformities that stretch far across the continent. The more 
important of these for the present study are the infra-or co-Cambrian land 
surfaces, and also the mid-Tertiary (late-Eocene to proto-Miocene) sur- 
faces. They were caused not only by subaerial, but also by abrasive 
marine forces and, in turn, have produced some large formation gaps. 
Thus in South Arabia, Permian sediments lie directly on .,l_he pre- 
Cambrian basement formations. In Ethiopia this hiatus gets as far as the 
Triassic, while marine Mesozoic transgressions of the Indian ocean also 
contribute their share to the development of the discordance surface. 
As the writer could observe in Dira Dauwa, near Harar, even the fossil 
lateritic soils, which otherwise are interealated between the peneplaned 
basement rocks and the sedimentary cover, were eliminated by the 
abrasive work of marine Mesozoic transgressions. 

In N o r t h A r a b i a the shallow Tethys Sea already penetrates in the 
Paleozoic deep into the interior of the shield; in the result, sedimentary 
gaps of long duration are rarer there, except for the "Lipalian Interval". 
Such shorter intervals and unconformities are known to have taken place 
especially at the end of the Jurassic, Triassic and Eocene. Not a single 
rift valley, discussed here, started its downfaulting before the Miocene. 
The valleys evolved also on an undulated low relief that had developed 
in the course of the Lower Tertiary (principally Oligoeene). In the eourse 
of the strong Neogene and Quarternary uplift subaerial erosion must have 
largely removed the Paleo-Mesozoic (and Eocene) sediments which once 
covered large portions of the Arabo-Nubian massif. Relies of these pre- 
Neogene formations can therefore be expected only in the downfaulted 
areas of the Red Sea graben or in the wedged-in miniature gr~iben of 
the mega-horsts (for example, Yemen, Sinai, Etbai). KARPOFF'S (1956) as 
well as CARELLA'S and SCARPA'S (1962) discoveries of Cretaceous in the 
Vorberge zone of the Red Sea graben, near the uplifted crystalline base- 
ment of the Arabo-Nubian massif, may represent such relics. They are 
thus comparable to the Mesozoic Vorberge of the Rheingraben adjoining the 
crystalline (Hercynian) Black forest-Vosgues massif, the sedimentary cover 
of which has been equally downworn since the Tertiary graben faulting. 

At all events, an assumed Mesozoic graben inception does not appear 
to the writer as to be the sole justification for the occurrences of pre- 
Neogene formations inside or at the border of the Red Sea through. 
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In the L e v a n  t ,  the extensive basalt traps which cover the Hauran 
and parts of southern Galilee have already (PICARD, 1932) been taken to 
be pre-existing land-surfaces. Graben downfaultings, had not evolved 
before the Vindobonian (PIcARD, 1943), and were substantially directed 
diagonally (NE--SW, NW--SE). After a brief uplift followed by denuda- 
tion (ScHuLMAN, 1959), basalt plateau lavas-once again in the P]iocene- 
flooded upon a relatively low relief. Not till the proto-Pleistocene did 
the principal graben downbreak proceed2). It linked various Neogene 
inland basins with the newly formed, meridionally-directed, graben system 
of the Levant (Kara Su-Orontes-Jordan-Arava-Elath). In the Jordan Valley 
the Graben underwent further downsinking at the beginning of the middle 
Pleistocene. It  was followed by volcanic eruptions that must have been 
active well into historic times, and whose lavas flowed over the graben 
shoulders, that had meanwhile been uplifted, down into the graben. 
Young-Pleistocene taphrogenic movements are insignificant. They are re- 
fleeted in fine earthquake ruptures and minute strike-slip and dip-slip 
faults, probably traceable to endemic settling processes of blocks in the 
graben interior. The enclosed diagram (Fig. 4), which was shown at the 
Symposium of the International Hydrological Association in Athens (1962), 
gives a graphic conception of the graben evolution in northern Israel since 
the end-Miocene. 

The structural development phase by phase of the East Levant graben 
is one of extraordinary affinity with that of the Gregory Rift Valley in 
K e n  y a,  which will be discussed in the next chapter. SrlACKLETON lays 
special stress on the regional importance of the sub-Miocene peneplain, 
and on its being covered by Miocene lavas upon which the initial down- 
faulting of the graben had subsequently taken place. BAKm% PtrLl~l~Y 
and McCALL subscribed to that view and showed that the sueceeding 
taphrogenie phases were also preceded by volcanic eruptions. Three 
important downfaulting episodes have been established by these authors 
in Kenya: mid-or end-MiocenG end-Pliocene, mid-Pleistocene. 

According to MorlI~'s latest study on E t h i o p i a '  s principal gr/iben 
(1966, 1967), there again the Miocene trap series lie "with slight un- 

2) The question whether there had already been in the Plioeene a uniform 
graben zone, stretching from the Gulf of Aqaba to North Syria, remains un- 
resolved. There can be no doubt as to the existence there of Neogene basins. 
Thus, a marine Neogene graben splay of the Red Sea main graben is found 
in the southern Gulf of Aqaba, near Makhma (AIIAMCO map, HEYBI~OEK). Semi- 
marine layers were described recently (BENDEa) from the eastern border of 
the Arava valley; but they also occur on the western border of the Dead Sea, 
and have been known for some time from southern Galilee. Their presence 
there is easily explained as Neogene ingressions of transversally directed 
Mediterranean bays (for example, the Jezreel and the Beersheba inlets). 
Ammonia (Streblus) foraminifers together with other Pliocene faunas are attribut- 
ed to the Plioeene (SHAHAR, REISS & GEI~aY). Their presence there may be 
ascribed to Neogene ingressions which entered via the Jezreel and Beersheba 
bays as far East as the present Jordan-Arava valley. In the circumstances, one 
may still adhere to an end-Pliocene age for the initial rupturing of the Jordan- 
Arava graben; in the event of an earlier dating one arrives at best at a' an 
early Pliocene age. 
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conformity upon Mesozoic rocks", and "on a generally low-lying pen- 
eplain". Originally of an altitude of 100m., these were elevated in 
course of time to their present altitude of 8000 m. Nevertheless, Molls 
adheres to the view of an original Oligocene upswell, upon which rifting 
and vulcanieity followed. According to him, swell-uplift and rifting phases 
fall principally into mid-Miocene, mid-Pliocene and mid-Pleistocene. 

In Y e m e n ,  LA~ARE had already identified sheet lavas as traceable to 
a pre-graben age. KARaENBEnC is even more explicit when he says inter 
alia that - -  "At the beginning of the trap formation the uplift of the 
Arabian block had not yet started, and the Red Sea had not yet existed". 
GREENWOOD and BLEACKLEY place the first graben formation of the Aden 
Gulf in the Oligocene, or early Miocene, while according to AzzAnoLt 
(1968) ~'the graben foundering started in Lower Miocene-Aquitanian" or 
in the Burdigalian (AzzAnOLI, 1958), whereupon the principal faulting 
between mid-and upper Miocene followed. Moreover, he reached the 
conclusion that the gr/iben were first formed, and the marginal scarps 
subsequently faulted. In other words, he opposes the collapsed swell 
theory. 

In the Eastern Desert of E g y p t  a strong "pre-Miocene relief" 
(HEYz~OEK, 1965, p. 28) and a rather smooth land surface (e 1 - T e r a b i 1 i ,  
1966, Fig. 2--6) preceded the downfaulting of the Neogene Red Sea-Suez 
graben and the responding uplifting of the "Red Sea Horst" or Etbai 
Range. 

As to the age of the R e d S e a - S u e z g r a b e n and its downfaulting 
phases: Lower Miocene, Pliocene, Pleistocene, there is a consensus of 
agreement in the latest studies on the subject (BRowN, SESTINI, HEY~ROEK, 
WrtITEMAN). Summing up: following upon a peneplanation of the Afro- 
Arabian part of Gondwmaa, which developed principally in the Oligocene, 
there began a taphrogenic disruption of the crust that streched from the 
Mediterranean to as far as the Indian ocean. That dissection continues 
episodically up to the Quaternary. 

Evolution of the Graben Pattern 

K e n y a  

The following evolutionary and tectonic picture of the meridionally- 
directed, 60 km. wide Gregory Rift Valley is substantially based on the 
detailed mapping and the publications of Kenya's Geological Survey. 

The i n i t i a 1 marginal main faulting (Fig. 5) took place upon the 
Lower Miocene volcanic traps that rested on an undulated sub-Miocene 
peneplain, which had evolved before. With an original throw of 1200 m., 
that increased to 2800 m. in later fault phases, the marginal faults 
remained stable fault-flames throughout the succeeding graben sinking. 
Some smaller oblique faults became welded together with the marginal 
faults, but they never transverse it, even though they penetrate into 
the graben. The s e c o n d  principal downbreak occurred at the end- 
Pliocene or the proto-Pleistocene. It  caused further significant faults of 
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Fig. 5. Diagram illustrating the evolutionary stages from sub-Miocene to Pleist- 
ocene in the Lake Hannington sector of the Gregory Rift Valley of Kenya; 

from McCALL, 1967 (Fig. 14). 
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100m. to 1000 m. throw, as well as many smaller oblique, rarely per- 
pendicular, cross-faults, inside the rift valley. They prompted the formation 
of a Vorberge block system consisting of numerous tilted blocks of minor 
graben and minor horsts, while the bigger faults led to secondary interior 
escarpments that developed especially in the ensuing graben movement 
at the axial Rift valley sector. Many aecurate cross-faults in the Vorberge 
zone point to rotation, possibly also to slight horizontal displacement. In 
the ease of the Marmanet-fault they might have been the effect to the 
recent earthquake there. Earthquakes are, however, rare in Kenya's Rift 
Valley, and their loci are deemed to be 'abnormally shallow' (McCALL). 
The t h i r d substantial sagging-in followed in the middle Pleistocene, and 
created a rift-in-rift feature in the innermost part of the graben. This is 
composed of a submeridionally-directed set of narrow, small, elongated 
block slices, each 100 m. to i km. wide, and of fault throws, most of which 
are of less than 100 m. (Fig. 6). This narrow-spaced system of parallel 
faults, that are only occasionally united by small cross-faults, has been 
termed "grid faulting". Apart from the rigid basaltic rock-fill, the inade- 
quate free movement of the grid fault blocks within the rift-in-rift sector 
may well be the reason for the relative steep-angled hade of the faults, 
in striking contrast to the 60 ~ to 70 ~ dip of the Vorberge faults and 
of the main marginal faults. Interior movements during the upper Heist- 
oeene-Holocene are expressed by tiny faults of a few metres throw and 
of quasi-vertical hades. They might also have been caused by ordinary 
settling processes of the soft, recent to sub-recent, sediments and volcanic 
tufts. Other faults are, however, believed to be reactivated former faults. 

Notwithstanding the thick and extensive pile of volcanic rocks which 
cover both the graben and the horst hinterland, extremely low Bouguer 
values of an average of minus 200 milligals have been recorded in the 
whole region. These gravity figures do not differ much from those 
registered on subrecent craters and their outpourings (for instance 
Menengai). 

E t h i o p i a  

The assumed continuation of the Gregory Rift Valley into the Lake 
Rudolf depression, or the branching off by en 6chelon shifting into 
Mona's so-called W o nj  i b e l  t - -  the Abyssinia fossa of Italian re- 
searchers - - ,  is still matter for speculation, and much more exploration 
is needed before any conclusive findings are reached on this. The develop- 
ment of the NE trending Wonji graben is similar to that of the Gregory 
graben and, like it, is entrenched into volcanic series of enormous horizon- 
tal and vertical dimensions. They form the principal fillings of the Wonji 
graben and cover the huge adjoining Ethiopian and Somalian plateaux 
horsts. The Wonji belt (Fig. 1) assumes once again a marked axial rift-in- 
rift structure and, like the Gregory Valley, is rich in very young saline 
deposits. On its northern prolongation, the Wonji rift-in-rift feature enters 
upon the Afar depression. 

The triangular A f a r d e p r e s s i o n forms a fault funnel, whose dia- 
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meters are of varying maxima, and range from 800 to 400 km. At the junc- 
tion of the East African-Red Sea and Aden Gulf graben, the peculiar 
shape of the Afar depression is the result of three framing mega-horsts: 
Ethiopian plateau-, Somalian plateau- rand Danakil horst (a small, but as 

Abb. 8. Fault pattern illustrating the western marginal faults, the main Vorberge 
faults and the grid faults in the Gregory Rift Valley of Kenya; from BAKER, 

1968 (Fig. 2). 

yet little defined, horst, the Aisha block of MOHR or the Ali Sabiet block 
of AzzARola, has lately been added). Each of the three regional horsts 
m~d marginal faults have their parallel step-b!ock system that has produced 
the Vorberge zone of the Afar funnel. These intersecting systems resulted 
in an intricate pattern of fault lines in the interior of the Afar funnel due 
to the varying strike directions, much depending on the trend of the 
main boundary faults. It became further complicated by the continuation 
of the rift-in-rift structure of the Wonji belt. 
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Fig. 7. Fault pattern at the eastern rim of the Ethiopian plateau, the Dallol-Salt- 
plain and the western rim of the Danakil Alps; courtesy of the Salzdetfurth 

Company, Hannover. 

In preparing the following structural analysis and the design of the 
structural pattern map (Fig. 1), the writer was considerably guided by 
MooR's recent publications (1964--1967). He also acknowledges his 
indebtedness to the Salzdetfurth Company, Hannover, for the use of the 
structural chart and the permission given him by Dr. H. MAu the 
Company's head of research, to reproduce part of it (Fig. 7). 
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In spite of that material and a few cursory observations in the field, it 
must be said that much more field mapping and cross-sectioning will 
have to be completed before full geological data are established on the 
taphrogenie structures of Afar; several findings, or at least theories, that 
have hitherto been current, depend all too much on airphoto interpreta- 
tions. 

The Salzdeffurth chart shows unmistakably the typical meandering 
pattern of the main marginal faults on the flanks of the Ethiopian horsts 
(the provinces of Tigrai and Erythrea), and of the Danakil horst that lies 
opposite to it. As in the tlhinegraben, so here too this zig-zag course is 
caused by rectangular cross faults, with presumably strike-slip tendency. 
The forceful headward erosion on its main escarpment conforms to the 
great uplift of the Ethiopian plateau, which is there expressed in the 
6000 m. throw of the marginal fault. In numerous eases it renders difficult 
the precise determination of the main bounding/ fault line and of several 
cross faults. The same is true of the borders of the Somalian plateaux, 
which have been even less throroughly investigated. 

The marginal fault is followed everywhere by the Vorberge zone. It is 
more or less the area between 'inner and outer rift margin' in MoHR's 
sketch map (1967). On the East-Ethiopian sub-meridional graben border, 
the Vorberge expand over a 50 km. wide strip. Along with the usual tilted 
blocks one comes across a number of subsidiary gr~iben and horsts that 
run parallel to the graben border; they are of alternating widths, from 
10km. ore more (for example, Guf-Guf, Maglala etc.). Their width 
dimensions are thus comparable to the sub-gr~iben of the East-Levant 
system. These subsidiary gr~iben of the Vorberge can be followed from the 
'mouth' of the Afar funnel (end of the Wonji graben senso strieto) to 
as far the Red Sea (south of Massana). In the lastmentioned region 
(Afar's northern tip), the Vorberge of East Ethiopia and Danaldl get so 
close to one another that one is inclined to place even the Dallol graben 
there in the system of the Danakil Vorberge structures. (In its 10--15 km. 
width, its plug of rock salt, its topographical situation below sea level, and 
its (Plioeene?) Pleistocene age, the Dallol graben possesses many features 
common with the Dead Sea sub-graben). The centrally situated Dallol- 
graben that stretches across Lake Assala to as far as Lake Juliet as the 
so-called Saltplain depression, could, however, be regarded as a youngest 
axial rift-in-rift structure between the Vorberge belt of the Danakil Alps 
and that attaching the Ethiopian plateau horst. Like the rift-in-rift struc- 
ture of the Wonji belt, the Dallol-Saltplain axis is marked by recent to 
subrecent volcanoes (Fig. 7). 

The tilted blocks, subsidiary gr~iben and horsts of the Danakil Vorberge 
follow the NW--SE  strike of the Danakil horst's meandering boundary 
fault as far as Lake Abbe. This Danakilean direction even predominates 
in the dislocations of the region stretching between Lake Abbe and the 
Gulf of Tadjura; others, aeeording to MoHR (1966, 1967) are quasi- 
concentrically bent. Less strongly curved faults were indicated on strue- 
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tural pattern maps (Morn% SALZDETFURTtt) extending from Lake Juliet 
across Sardo to Lake Abbe. 

In the Lake Abbe region the NW--SE Danakilean faults cross, or 
unite with, NE- -S W rift-in-rift structures of the Wonji prolongation. 
MOHR (1967) extends this axial graben by turning it into the N- -S  direc- 
tion over the Danakil horst to as far as the Red Sea. Nevertheless, an 
emphatic N---S transversal graben is lacking in the Danakil horst, while, 
as stated, volcanic eruption lines are equally available in the NW--SE 
oriented Saltplain graben. Moreover, young volcanoes are again extend- 
ing from the Lake Abbe "junction" to the Gulf of Tadjura and the 
Djibouti area; there, in ENE Adenean direction. 

According to Mom~ (1967), the cross faults of the high plateau of 
Ethiopia continue far into the Afar graben (of the Wonji belt prolongation) 
in the North. Indeed he believes that they extend across the Saltplain 
depression and the Danakil Mountains, to as far as the Red Sea. But 
such cross faults, that cut uniformly through both megahorsts and the main 
graben, have not so far been proved on the spot; neither are they drawn 
on the Salzdetfurth chart. It  is permissible to suspect that numerous 
boundary faults of the larger and smaller graben, assumed their meander- 
ing pattern through the shifting of the cross faults, and contributed to 
the mosaic-like configuration of the internal graben blocks, either without 
any movement or with only minor lateral movement. Larger transversal 
faults, which stretch from the graben hinterland of the Ethiopian plateau 
to the Afar depression, might, like the Ugoro and Maichew dislocations, 
be traced back to former Mesozoic lineaments. Yet for this, too, proofs in 
the field are still not forthcoming. The majority of the taphrogenic 
structures, which condition the Afar depression and their border escarp- 
ments, are of young Cenozoic age; the rift-in-rift structure of the Wonji 
belt prolongation and the axial Dallol Saltplain graben were primarily 
formed during the Quaternary. Over the Ethiopian plateau, the Danakfl 
Alps and extensive parts of Afar, the inordinately low Bouguer values 
reach average minus 280 to minus 12 mgls. (GotriN). These measurement 
data conform to the gravity results in Kenya. The volcanic sheet flows 
(2000 m. thick at Addis Ababa) and the volcanic eruption centres conse- 
quently remained without marked positive effect on the force of gravity 
in Ethiopia. Only in the Saltplain depression and in the Bah el-Mandeb 
splay of the Red Sea graben, was a small mass surplus (zero to 40 mgls.) 
registered. 

Until now there has been no explanation of the cause of this consider- 
able gravity deficiency. It might perhaps be attributed to the Mesozoic 
sediments, or to the mighty low grade-Metamorphic sediments of the 
Precambrian basement. Be this as it may, the gravity results of a large 
area of Afar and of the Wonji belt do not bespeak a heavy oceanic crust 
in close proximity to the surface. A geophysical comparison with the 
main trough of the Gulf of Aden and with the axial rift-in-rift of the 
Red Sea, that are marked by high surpluses, is, therefore, untenable. 
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G u l f  o f  A d e n  a n d  B o r d e r l a n d s  ( S o m a l i a ,  Y e m e n ,  
H a d r a m a u t )  
The writer has drawn upon the following studies in the structural 

analyses of these areas: for the Aden graben: LAUGHTON; for Somalia: 
DAINELLI, AZZAROLI and the oil companies reports discussed by BEYDOUN 
and LAUGHTON; for southern Arabia: BEYDOUN, GREENWOOD and BLEACK- 
LEY, GEUKENS, as well as A~AMCO'S geologieal map. In general outline the 
structural pattern has also been reprodueed in the international regional 
geological and teetonie maps. 

The taphrogenic chronology of the Gulf of Aden and its continental 
borders has affinity with that of Kenya and Ethiopia. Upon post-Eocene 
peneplains and shallow undulations such as the Hadramaut arch of 
BEYDOIJN (1960) and the shallow Oligocene marine gulf and lowland of 
AZZAROLI (1958), there followed in the Lower Miocene (Burdigalian, 
aeeording to AZZAROLI, 1958) the first important downbreak of the Aden 
graben. In thePlioeene, and even more so in the Pleistocene, there oeeured 
a further downfaulting of the graben that brought about an axial rift-in- 
rift feature in the submarine eentral trough. AZZA~OLI (1958) arrives for 
the Aden rift at a 4000--5000 m. total throw. 

The new ENE or Adenean trend was already noticeable in the direction 
of the boundary faults and Vorberge of the Somalian sector of Ethiopia 
(indicated in Fig. 1 by inferred line). The Adenean trend dominates the 
en 6chelon main faults of Somalia's coastal hinterland (Gobis, Medjourtin), 
of Hadramaut (Mukalla to Sayhut), and of those of Yemen's southern horst 
border. It  is also noticed ha numerous Vorberge blocks. 

Cross-faulting ensued as well in Erythrean NW (ineluding the Sabatain 
splay) as in Danakilean WNW direction. These erossfaults follow from the 
continental borderland to the coastal shore and probably continue in the 
shelf. The youngest cross lineation appears to be the NE directed sub- 
marine offsets, that virtually confine themselves to the area of the central 
trough and rarely touch the shelf, but never the continent. 

Alien to the regular pattern, apparently, is the N- -S  directed fault, 
50 kin. long, in the S o m a l i a  V o r b e r g e  zone, east of Berbera, 
believed to be of Jurassic age and to have been rejuvenated during the 
young Tertiary movement (BEYDOUN). LAUCHTON has connected this meri- 
dional fault, as well as other cross faults of Erythrean direction, with those 
on the African coast, by way of an East drift of 2 ~ BEYDOUN and AZZAROH 
do not subscribe to this, or any other, matching between South Arabian 
and Somalian coastal struetm'es. GREGORY'S cross section (reprinted in our 
Fig. 8), now almost seventy years old, continues to be valid for the purpose 
of demonstrating the Vorberge stxueture of the Guban depression of Soma- 
lia that adjoins the marginal faults of the Golis escarpment. 

A net of rhombohedral, angular bloeks and arcuate bloeks "being anti- 
thetically rotated" (BEYDOUN, 1964, p. 99) is, again, characteristic of the 
Vorberge zone on the Somali side. Such a short Vorberge zone follows 
the marginal fault of the Medjourtin (Migiurtinia in AZZAI~OLI'S paper 
1958) escarpment as far as the coast, but probably extends below sea in 
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the shelf area. Precise determination of position and of throw of the 
marginal faults is often rendered difficult because of headward erosion 
at the fault escarpment and of the disharmonie cover of the main fault 
by the "hanging" block-slices of the Vorberge zone. 

BEYDOUN'S cross-sections (our Fig. 9) of the S o u t h A r a b i a n border 
areas do, however, give us a better insight into the structural phenomena 
of disharmonie faulting and endemic graben tectonics. The downdropped 
Vorberge blocks along the graben shoulder (for example, Madi Pass) 
consist as far as the coast (cross-section A. B. in Fig. 9) of tilted blocks and 
of subsidiary gr~iben, of which the width is comparable to those found in 

G o l i s  
- N W -  - SE- 

Berbera 
Gulf of  ~ ,/ ( ( ( ( l ' ! ~ / ~ ( ( ( J J /~'7"7"77~ 
~ ~71 ? I "" " l ' j' ' J }) JJJ'/jlfJl'li'Jll;(/?//// j 

Basemen! 
2 Triassic- Jurassic Sandstone 

3,4 Marine Triassic-Jurassic 
5,6 Eocene 

Fig. 8. Cross-section from the Golfs plateau to the Somalian coast; 
from GaEGORY, 1921 (Fig. 48). 

the subsidiary gr~iben of the Vorberge zone of western Ethiopia. Magmatic 
intrusive stocks, that were common on the Red Sea side of Yemen 
(KARRENBEaa), had, as massive buttresses, an endemic folding influence 
on file adjoining sedimentary blocks (BEYDOUN'S "block-jostling"), a pheno- 
menon that somewhat recalls saltdiapiric tectonics. The majority of the 
graben faults proceed in an Adenean direction. An impact of cross line- 
aments in Erythrean or Danakilean direction is more noticeable in the 
larger faults, such as those of Ataq and Iyadh that flank the Mayfa'ah 
depression (Sabatain splay). Erythrean oriented faulting is further known 
from the Yemen hinterland (GEUKENS) while in the coastal sector of the 
Gulf of Aden the Adenean direction prevails. The latter is represented by 
stepblock faulting with minor horsts and griiben, briefly mentioned by 
GaEENWOOD and BLEACKLEY (it is regretable that they failed to publish 
any cross section). Small gr~iben have been known for some time as 
features that are wedged in the plateau lavas of Eastern Yemen (LAMAnE, 
GEUKENS). 

As to the s u b m a r i n e  structures of the A d e n  G u l f  g r a b e n ,  
we depend in effect on the interpretation of the topographic sea bottom 
measurements. LAUGHTON'S profile (Fig. 2, p. 251), pattern map (Fig. 1, 
p. 151) and his classification into continental margin, main trough and 
central rough zone have been adopted for this purpose (see our Fig. 10). 
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Assuming that the varying divergences of the sea bottom relief are nothing 
but a tectonic expression of internal block segments, we have marked the 
latter by conjectural fault lines on LAUGHTON'S profile (his Fig. 2. B.), and 
have transferred them to our Fig. 10. We are well aware of the hypo- 
thetical character of this reconstruction. According that conjectural recon- 
struction the Vorberge zone would be continuing itself in the submarine 
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Fig. 10. Structural features and topographical profile of the Gulf of Aden; from 
LAUGttTON, 1966 (Figs., 1, 2). (Dashed lines in the topographical profile added by 

the writer to emphasize assumed block structures by conjectural fault lines.) 

part of the "continental margin", and terminating at the sharp submarine 
escarpment, namely, before the maintrough. The highly dissected bottom 
relief of the 'central trough zone' would in that case be the younger 
tectonic feature of the graben; its small axial incision might perhaps con- 
form to a rift-in-rift structure. L A U G T I I O N ,  like HEEZEN and THAtlP before 
him (1965), has compared 'the central trough zone' to the Mid-Oceanic 
Ridges of the Indian Ocean. The elevated, strongly dissected relief of the 
Mid Oceanic Ridges are in effect similar to the central bottom relief of the 
Aden graben. On the other hand, such morphological features are un- 
known in the interior of the intercontinental graben of Em'ope and Afro- 
Arabia, including the Red Sea (Fig. 15). The peculiar offsets of NNE 

auali t ic direction, which traverse the 'central trough zone' were compared 
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by LAtrGHTON with oceanic transcurrent cross faults, or the transform 
faults. They traverse and dissect the ridge of the 'central trough zone' 
of the Aden graben in horsts and gdiben which, like the Bas Aula-tlas 
Fartak trench, can attein a width of 15 km. Such transversal graben, 
linked with the so-ealled transform faults, have not been discovered in 
intercontinental griiben. Nor do they lend themselves to comparison with 
the cross faults, of apparent strike-slip tendency, of the Wonji belt and 
other cross-lineaments m Ethiopia. Nor are they known in the axial sector 
of the Bed Sea graben, in which the presence of sub-crustal oceanic 
conditions has latterly been advanced as a favoured assumption. Such trans- 
current cross-faults were originally marked in the sketch map of the Red 
Sea by H~EZEN and THAm' (1965), but are already missing from the 
succeeding maps (1966). At all events, the offsets are not only the young- 
est (that is probably Mid-Upper Pleistocene) fault element but are, besides, 
confined to the ocean. Not only in age, but also in deformation and trend, 
these offsets differ sharply from 9_ll other graben structures of the Gulf of 
Aden, and primarily of its continental section. 

According to LAUGHTON, the Gulf of Aden graben is distinguished by 
high seismic activity (especially near the offset structures), and by an 
abnormally high heat flow at the 'continental margin' and at the central 
sector of the trough. Seismic refraction results are interpreted as an indica- 
tion of a thin oceanic crust with shallow mantle transition (45 km. depth) 
below most of the submarine bottom as far as the continental margin. 
Magnetic anomalies are relatively low at the continental slope and at the 
main trough but increase in the central rough zone to the abnormal value 
of + 1000 ), considered as the effect of heavy material (assumed swarm 
dykesP). It is remarkable that the Alula-Fartak trench does not present 
any magnetic anomalies. 

According to WORZEL'S chart (1967) Bouguer gravity anomalies are 
again high on the graben axis, showing + 145 mgls. to + 178 mgls., but 
decrease considerably at the shore of Aden, where only + 11 mgls. was 
measured. 

No geophysical traverses are known that cross from the Somalian 
borderland through the ocean to the Arabian graben rim and its hinter- 
land. 

Red Sea 

E a s t e r n  M a r g i n  
The geological maps of ARAMCO (Arabian American Off Company) 

seldom define genuine marginal faults at the eastern flank of the Red Sea 
graben. Their failure to do so was probably due to the fact that the 
border fa:.:lts, and especially the Vorberge blocks on the mainland, are 
cove:ed by alluvial fans and other young Quaternary sediments of the 
Tihana . ,~ascal plain. Nevertheless, there is little doubt that N- -S  directed 
main bo~o ~dary faults at the western escarpment of Yemen are cut by 
typical obliq'ae and perpendicular cross faults. The Yemen boundary faults 
extend from the Bab el-Mandeb isthmus to the Yemen-Saudi Arabia 
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political boundary (about the 17 ~ latitude opposite the Farsan islands); 
these faults are also outlined in international geological maps (FuRoN, 
DUBERTRET). Such meridional marginal faults exist along the main escarp- 
ment of the Ethiopian plateau of Erythrea and of Tigrai as far the 
southernmost Sudanese coast. It has already been explained that the East 
Ethiopian boundary faults form, with those on the western escarpment of 
the Danakil horst, the graben splay of the Gulf of Zula and the Dallol- 
Saltplain depression, thus entering from the Red Sea into Afar. The other 
split of the Red Sea graben - -  the Bab el-Mandeb splay - -  is framed by 
the WNW directed eastern fault rim of the Danakil horst and by the 
opposite marginal fault of Yemen. 

There are still all too few surface faults on ARAMCO's maps to enable 
us to define the exact position of the Erythrean directed marginal graben 
faults which separate the downfaulted Vorberge blocks of the Tihana 
coastal plain from the Precambrian horst-hinterland of Asir and Hejaz. 
Magmatic intrusive bodies connected with rift faulting are shown in 
ABAMCO's cross-section of the Asir coastal area (map: 1--216 a). Accord- 
ing to B~OWN & JACKSON (1960) at Asir "a minimum vertical displace- 
ment of 8000 meters can be measured" for the main boundary fault. In 
the coastal sector of northern Heinz, from Ras Baridi (opposite Ras 
Benas) towards the Gulf of Aqaba a number of Neogene blocks with 
NE- -SW and E - - W  directions (for example Tuway'il el Kibrit) as well as 
subsidiary gr~iben with WNW--SSE direction interlace the main fault 
zone and Vorberge zone. Although GAWAD (1968) considers the Abu 
Masarib fault a shear or strike slip fault crossing the Red Sea and extend- 
ing into the opposite Egyptian Eastern Desert, the writer is unable to 
see in it any structure other than a gravitationally downfaulted trough 
with Neogene to Quaternary fill, which is characteristic of the coastal block 
system. Moreover, according to the submarine topography, both of the 
faults which frame this oblique graben splay continue only for a short 
distance into the Red Sea. Indeed, none of the characteristic offsets known 
from the Aden graben (Fig. 10) has so far been discovered in the bottom 
relief of the Red Sea. It  must also be remembered that those offsets were 
wholly restricted to the graben interior, and there is no trace of them 
in the mainland. 

With the approach of the triangular Sinai horst, the Red Sea graben 
bifurcates as Aqaba and Suez graben splay. The N--S  Aqaba-graben 
direction prevails henceforth in the region of Midian. Midian consists 
of a meridional horst limited by the Aqaba graben in the West and the 
shorter Wadi Ifal graben splay in the East (Fig. 11). The latter which 
was recognized as a graben feature by KOBEa (1919), does not appear as 
such in the ARAMCO survey; nor does it so appear in MITCHEr~L'S (1957) 
intricate net of meridional and Erythrean faults that dissect the crystalline 
basement and the Neogene sediments of southern Midian. Other "narrow 
splinters and gr~ben too - -  some en 6chelon, some diverging" (BnOwN & 
JACKSON, p. 69) that occur along the eastern margin of the graben are 
also not specifically outlined in ARAMCO's map. either. 

24 Geologische Rundschau, Bd. 59 ~89 
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Fig. 11. Cross-section from South Ga]aJa (Egypt) through Suezgraben, Sinai, 
Aqabagrabert to Midian and Hi~ma plateau (Arabia); from PICARO, 1967 (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 12. Cross-sections of the Vorberge-zone ia the eastern sector of the Gulf 
of Suez; from SAID, 1962 (Fig. 26). 

S u e z  g r a b e n  s p l a y .  

The= well-explored Suez graben of Erythrean (between NW and WNW) 
direction is, no les than the 1:thine graloen, a classical example of a 
graben structure. SAID'S compiled tectonic map (1962, Fig. 25), SItATTA'S 
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(1959, Fig. 20) and SAID'S (1962, Fig. 26), HEYmaOEK'S (1965) and SCHiiR- 
MANN'S cross-sections (1966), as well as our cross section (PICAI~D, !966, 
Fig. 2) here reproduced as Fig. 11, illustrate the taphrogenic building of 
these regions. Comparison of the Vorberge structures of the eastern or 
Sinai side of the Suez graben (Fig. 12) with that of the eastern side of 
the Rhinegraben (Fig. 18) should be of further help in reviewing our 
results. They were these: main marginal faults of the border mountains 

W E 
Inner block zone ~ Vorschollen or outer block zone 

Form Foulenbruch~ 
- - ~  o o o o o o o o o o o - ~  o o-;, T ~ ! l l l ~ r - - ~ = - : ~ = - ~ - ~ - - = l  / . 

a . a ~=i-----) 

SCALE 

CROSS-SECTION OF THE AREA BETWEEN BRUCHSAL AND UBSTADT 

( offer Wirth, 1962, Fig. 29, p. 7~' ) 

LEGEND 
Quaternory 

I~-]Pl ioeene 

[~ ]M iocene  

• Up.Oligocene ~ Jurassic ~Low, Keuper 

~Mid.Oligocene ~'~'] Up. Keuper ~Muschelkelk 

~:~ILow Oligocene ~ M i d  Keuper ~Buntsondstein 
Fig. 18. Cross-section through the Vorberge-zone of the western Rhinegraben, 

near Bruchsal; from WIRTH, 1962; republished in PmARO, 1968 (P1. III, Fig. 1). 

are followed by a tilted block system including small subsidiary horsts 
and gr~iben that form the Vorberge (Vorschollen) or outer-block zone; 
interior boundary faults often of impressive throw (especially large at 
the Tuniberg in the SE Rhine graben) separate the Vorberge block zone 
from the inner block zone or central sector of the main graben. WnaTH'S 
Vorberge structures (Fig. 18) buried by Quaternary sediments may well 
give an idea of those hidden below many coastal plain - -  and shelf 
areas. 

En 6chelon fault arrangement is characteristic of the main boundary 
faults of the Etbai range (for example Jebel Gharib). The curved outline 
of the Sinai boundary fault (SAID, Fig. 25), largely masked by the alluvial 
of the el Qa'a plain, may be the result of fault splintering combined with 
small and slightly horizontally displaced transversal faults. Oblique cross- 
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Fig. 14. Fault pattern of the western Red Sea coast in the sector Suakin--Port 
Sudan~Dongunalo bay; from SESTINI, 196.5 (Fig.10) 

faulting is more frequent in the Vorberge block zone (less on the Egyptian 
side). Anti- and synthetic tilted blocks, subsidiary griiben and horsts have 
dismembered the grabeu interior. Miocene sediments including thick 
evaporites play a major role as cover beds, while many horst-blocks contain 
a core of crystalline basement rocks. Uplift and subsidenee of the blocks 
have led to "block-folding", and thereby to a series of anticlines and 
synelines which run parallel to and belong to the interior of the graben. 
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These "taphrogeosynclinal" structures, too, may be ascribed to endemic 
graben tectonics, that occurred on a large scale of this 60 to 70 km. 
wide Suez graben. In any event, they must be definitely differentiated 
from the miogeosynclinal or foreland folds of the Levant mega-block 
which run almost perpendicularly to the folds of the interior Suez 
graben. 

The sudden change of the shallow, 55 m. deep, Gulf of Suez to the 
1000 m. deep Bed Sea at its southern end, from Ras Mohammed to the 
Shadwan archipelago, is well expressed by a sharp submarine slope of 
meridional direction that continues straight northwards into the small shelf 
and eastern mountain border faults of the Aqaba graben. The submarine 
marginal fault has consequently downfaulted the Neogene fill of the Gulf 
of Suez into the depth of the Red Sea and, like its continuation along the 
eastern shore of the Sinai is of Pleistocene age. This eastern marginal 
fault of the Sinai is accompanied by many parallel N--S  minor graben 
and minor horsts that cut into the basement rocks of the Sinai horst and 
extend North to Elath. Many antithetic stepblocks occur at the Sharm 
el Sheikh area at the Sinai corner in the south. Here, at the junction of 
the Red Sea, Suez and Aqaba graben, the Bouguer values are zero (PLAu- 
MANN), and become more and more negative (up to - - 9 0  mgls.) intheSuez 
and in the Aqaba Gulf. 

W e s t e r n  m a r g i n  o f  t h e  R e d  S e a  

The en 6ehelon pattern of the marginal faults can still be seen in 
THIE•AUD'S structural map published by SCFIUtlMANN (1966, Fig. 24, p. 288). 
Moreover, THIEBAUD'S survey reveals a distinct diagonal fault-depression 
which resembles the tlas Abu Masarib graben of the opposite eastern 
margin of the Red Sea. It is not a single fault (Duwi fault of GAMAL) 
but a graben splay of 70 km. length and 10 km. width. The large 
embayment which begins south of the Vorberge horst block of tlas Benas 
and even more so, the Suakin bay, both distinguished by young voleanites, 
may represent further splay-shaped graben features. A southern continua- 
tion of the supposed faults forming the Suakin splay might coincide with 
the faults producing the western escarpments of the Somalian plateau 
horst (see STEFANINI, Plate 8, Fig. 2). Published surveys in the Sudanese 
coastal region, however, are still too scarce to verify such structural 
assumptions. An exception is SESTmI'S paper which gives a good insight 
into the marginal fault and Vorberge structure of a 300 km. long coastal 
strip, north and south Port Sudan. His Fig. 10 republished in our Fig. 14, 
clearly reveals the influence of cross-faulting (oblique and perpendicular) 
upon the meandering, serrated outline of the Erythrean. directed main 
border-fault and its escarpment. Step-blocks with subsidiary horsts and 
gfiiben built the Vorberge of the coastal plain and were found to continue 
in the floor of the shelf. They also formed the small graben of the 
Dongunab bay and its adjoining horst, the Ras Abu Shagharab peninsula. 
These features resemble the tectonic pattern of the Zeit bay at the 
southern end of the Suez graben. As in the latter area, we also meet in 
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the Sudanese coastal plain "block-folded" Neogene, whose anticlines trend 
parallel to the Bed Sea rim. Basing himself on a detailed survey, SESTINI 
emphasized the tensional, gravitational character of the graben faults. 

R e d  S e a  O c e a n o g r a p h y  

The topographical and geophysical investigations covering part of the 
Red Sea have been summarized by Dm~KE and GIRDLER (1964), NESTE- 
~OFF (1955), and KNOTT et al. (1967). 
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Fig. 15. Topographic profiles aeross Gulf of Aqaba, Red Sea and Gulf of Aden; 
from DRAKE & GIRDLER, 1964 (Fig. 16). 

The steep continental slope, descending from 200 to 500 fathoms 
separates the shelf from the so-called main through (Fig. 15). In the 
centre of the main trough exists a 40 km. wide and 2900 m. deep incision, 
the proper axial trough or KRENKEL'S (1925) graben-in-graben. Topo- 
graphic similarity is noticed mainly in the northern section of the Red 
Sea, but not in the southern section (south of the latitude of Port Sudan) 
where a distinction between shdf and main trough is hardly possible. 
Towards the southern end, the axial trough diminishes, and disappears 
as it gets to the Bab el Mandeb splay. 

These differences in the bottom relief are probably reflected in the 
diverse geophysical behaviour of the northern and southern segments of 
the graben interior. Thus the positive Bouguer anomalies (maximum plus 
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100 mgls.) which distinguish the axial trough in the north are decreasing 
gradually in the South. Seismic activities are also mainly concentrated 
in the southern Red Sea. However, extreme magnetic-anomalies (up to 
2000 7) and high seismic velocities (6,7--7,4 km./s.) are found along the 
entire axial trough. Together with the gravity surpluses they indicate heavy 
basic magmatic material in the depth of the rift-in-rift structures - -  a 
deduction first reached by KRENKEL. The much lesser gravity anomalies 
found in the southern part of the Red Sea may be attributed to the density 
changes deriving from extensive coral-rift formations and enormously 
(several thousand meters) thick evaporites, stretching almost from coast to 
coast, as in the expanse from the Dahlak to the Farsan islands. The in- 
fluence of these formations is still felt in the nearly compensated Dallol- 
Gulf of Zulu graben of Ethiopia. It  is in this southernmost section that all 
three mega horsts of the West Ethiopian plateau, the Danakil Alps and 
the Yemen block get closer to one another, and the intervening graben 
splays of Dallol-Zulu gulf and Bab el-Mandeb extend into the Red Sea. 
In the absence of a rift-in-rift feature, block structures of the Vorberge 
type may be assumed to prevail here (Fig. 1). This assumption is also 
shared by MALONE in his discussion remarks and the gravity profile (in 
GIRDLER, 1958, p. 108--104) that runs from Yemen through Danakil 
to the Ethiopian plateau. (Regretfully, most oceanic researchers hitherto 
concentrated on the main and axial trough, and did not present geo- 
physical traverses that pass from mainland to mainland via the Red 
Sea graben). 

R e d  S e a  e v o l u t i o n  

The different geophysical behaviour in the various sectors of the Red 
Sea graben proper and in its northern (Suez, Aqaba) and southern (Salt- 
plain Dallol-Zulu, Bab el-Mandeb) splays is apparently an expression of 
the suitable young Cenozoic paleogeographic history of this region. 

The initial or "Lower Miocene Erythrean Rift Valley" (PmARD, 1948, 
p. 48), of principally Burdigalian age, was followed by the ingression of 
the Vindobonian sea from the "Mediterranean" in the North through 
the Suez graben. I t  never reached, however, as far south as the Miocene 
Gulf of Aden, as Yemen and Ethiopia had still formed in the Miocene a 
separating land barrier (see HEYBI~OEK'S, Fig. 10). In the Upper Miocene 
(principally Pontian) a northern land barrier came into existence also in 
the area of the isthmus north of Suez (PICARD, 1948, p. 69 and Fig. 14, 
HEYBROEK, Fig. 11) which has since remained a landbridge. Both, the 
Danakil and the Suez isthmuses converted the Suez and Red Sea 
"Mediterranean" gulf into a brackish evaporite-depositing Upper Mio- 
cene inland lake. 

At the turn of the Miocene to Pliocene the southern barrier was broken 
by the downfanlted Bab el-Mandeb trough, and probably also by the Afar 
branch of the Zulu-Dallol splay. It transformed the Red Sea-Suez graben 
by way of the Bab el-Mandeb splay into an Indian ocean gulf as it is 
still today, and led to the initial disposition of the Danakil horst. 
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Pleistocene downfaulting which played such an important role as the 
major taphrogenie phase of the East Levant graben system (Aqaba- 
Jordan valley), and of the particularly marked rift-in-rift structures of 
Ethiopia and Kenya, becomes more impressive in the configuration of 
the axial graben-in-graben feature of the Red Sea. It  attains in its width 
and its slope-scarps a magnitude comparable to Suez and Rhine-graben. 
The other Pleistocene taphrogenie movements are obviously reflected by 
the innumerable faulted Neogene blocks of the tled Sea Vorberge zone 
and by the interior block-mosaic of Suez and Aqaba-Jordan graben zone. 
Very young disturbances dissecting the Pleistoeene rift formations of the 
Bed Sea are known from the Farsan-Dahlak archipelago (MAcFAD~AN, Ho~o- 
WITZ) and from the eastern coast of Jedda where KARPOFF (1956, p. 6--98) 
supposes fault continuation along submarine scarps. Post-Pliocene beaches 
and terraces which had been lifted to over hundred meters as in the 
Tiran islands cannot possibly be the result of eustatie movements. 

Drifting Hypotheses 

There has been lately a revival of the hypothesis, now almost half 
a century old, of the anticloekwise rotation and drifting of the Arabian 
peninsula. In such speculations one must consider not only the breaking 
up of the Arabo-Nubian shield by the Red Sea, Suez and East Levant 
graben, but also the adjacent destruction of the Mediterranean and Indian 
Ocean by submarine gdiben, the splaying and splitting of Afar and the 
southwestern corner of Arabia (Bab el-Mandeb, Sabatain splays) as well 
as of many other minor gr~iben in the continental platform. A drifting- 
apart, therefore, demands a much larger degree of movement than the 
hitherto postulated 7 ~ around a Sinai-placed rotation axis. Moreover, any 
eccentric Fush of this kind, which is believed to have had its impact 
on the orogeny of the Zagros belt, must have had the same eompressional 
effect on the crustal sectors of the northwestern Mediterranean and 
northeastern Indian Ocean as well. 

Any discussion of this subject must pay due regard to the paleo- 
geographic late Cenozoic history of this region, especially of the Red 
Sea. As explained in the preceding chapter, at a time when the first 
genuine tensional graben of the Red Sea originated in the Miocene and 
the "Mediterranean" sea filled this trough - -  South Arabia (Yemen) was 
still eonected with Africa (Ethiopia). No drifting or formation of a 
graben-in-graben structure had taken place. The thick Burdigalian cong- 
lomerates found in the basal sediments of the Miocene Suez-graben 
prove only that continental conditions prevailed during the graben 
initiation. 

The Plioeene Indian Ocean, which entered the Bed Sea after the 
downfaulting of the Bab el-Mandeb graben splay, never spread laterally 
to beyond the Miocene graben rim (see HEYI~ROEK; Figs. 10, 11). The 
Pliocene Indian Ocean gulf had indeed shrunk in the area north of Suez. 
Instead of the northerly extended Suez graben - -  as in the Miocene - -  
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a landlocked isthmus had already appeared there in the Pontian or late 
Miocene and remained intact to this day - -  a phenomenon that contra- 
dicts any assumption of Plioeene and of Pleistocene drift at least in the 
northern Erythrean graben sector. 

Lastly, there remains the axial trough, that is, the graben-in-graben 
or rift-in-rift structure that cut through the Mio-Pliocene sedimentary 
fill of the Red Sea Rift Valley. It cannot, therefore, be much older than 
Pleistocene, an age assigned to the rift-in-rifts of Kenya, of the inner 
Wonji belt, of the Saltplain-Dallol graben a n d -  although morpho- 
tectonieally not absolutely comparable - -  also to the midoeeanie ridge of 
the Gulf of Aden. It is precisely this crustal cleft in the center of the 
Red Sea main graben that prompted the belief in an intercontinental 
drifting between Africa and Arabia. However, a Pleistocene (or even 
Neogene) tearing apart motion of Africa from Arabia, or vice versa, can 
hardly have caused the formation of the folding belt of Zagros and 
southern Turkey, whose Alpine orogeny goes back as far as the early 
Tertiary. 

If the assumption of Quaternary age of the axial trough is correct, 
one arrives for its area of maximum width at a 70 km. separation rate 
during the last one or one and a half million years or 70 cm. to 50 em. 
per year. One might have expected an important lateral stretching of 
such short duration to have become manifested in frequent recurrent 
earthquake tremors and also in strong shore line recession processes in 
recent years. 

As to the problem of structural matching, WHITEMAN (1968, p. 284) 
gives plausible reasons for his opposition to the assumption that "the 
apparent jigsaw fit of the Red Sea shores as evidence that the Red Sea 
was formed as a result of drifting apart or rotation of Arabia with respect 
to Africa". This anti-mobilistic view is shared by other geological workers 
in the field: By SESTINI (1965, p. 1409) for the Red Sea rift, by BEYDOUN 
(1964, p. 102) and AZZAROLI (1968, p. 19.7) for the Gulf of Aden graben. 

Final Remarks 

The foregoing discussion of intercontinental drift and the peculiar rift- 
in-rift features calls for a few remarks which go beyond the immediate 
scope of this paper. 

MARTIN (1968) found, in his "critical review" on connection or dis- 
connection between South America and Africa, "that no appreciable wid- 
ening of the Atlantic rift can have taken place since the Lower Miocene". 
This is the time when the foundering of the Afro-Arabian gr~iben started 
to develop along tensional mega-faults that remained the stable frames 
ever since. MARTIN also follows the conclusions drawn by EWING and his 
co-workers (1966) that in view of the occurrence of Miocene sediments in 
the rift valley of the Atlantic mid-oceanic ridge "the Pleistocene and 
present tectonic activity along the ridge has probably nothing to do with 
either drifting or oceanic spreading". This consequential inference throws 
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also some light on the graben-in-graben features of the Red Sea, of the 
mid-oceanic ridges and of the axial r idge of the Gulf of Aden. 

Both, the rift-in-rift of Afro-Arabia and the mid-oceanic rifts are specific 
tectonic features of the Quaternary that  have so far not been recorded by  
geologists in the preceding stages of the earth history. This lack of 
documentat ion may be due to one or another of the following reasons: 
Ei ther  because "the recent tectonic history is not directly related to 
previous mobil i ty pat terns" (DE BooY), or because the evolution of the 
strange morphotectonic traits of the mid-oceanic ridges and of the rift-in- 
rift structures was so ephemeral  as to leave no noticeable field evidence 
for geological control. The problem is somewhat analogous to that  of the 
pre-Pleistocene glacial phenomena that  have been definitively established 
only where glaciers had long been in existence and where their depositions 
remaind preserved. Indeed,  the question may be asked: Could there have 
been an interelationsship between the glacial phenomena and the tectonic 
singularity of mid-oceanic ridges, with their inner rift, in the Pleistocene? 
The reply to this question, if any, will render  more intelligible certain 
geophysical observations, such as the four successive changes from nor- 
mal to reserve magnetic  polari ty during the few million years of the Plio- 
Pleistocene, as against the permanency of polarity over previous very long 
periods. Such findings will also lead to a bet ter  understanding of the 
conflicting geophysical views as to the deeper  cause and origin of the 
young Cenozoic Afro-Arabian gr~iben. 
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